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Ibn Jamacah ( 639-733 A. H. 1 1241-1333 A. D. ) was a distinguished Shafi'i Chief
Judge and prominent scholar ofIslamic studies during the BaJ:ui Mamlüks' Sultanate in
Egypt and Syria. Ibn Jamacah's theory of education reflects an emphasis on the Qur'an
and Qadith as primary sources of knowledge. Specifically. his suggestions for
curriculum composition are designed to facilitate the evolution of a pious, religiously
oriented generation of scholars. Ibn Jama'ah emphasizes the need for the teacher to foster
motivation among his student body. Furthermore, he recommends that the teacher
carefully gauge bis students' abilities and limits. Another critical component of Ibn
Jama'ah's educational program is the need for the teacher to realize the influence he has
on bis students ; consequently. he must carry himself in a respectable and pious manner.
He a1so addresses the various duties needed for a student to excell in bis studies. In bis
evaluation of the teacher and student relationsbip. one can detect bis affiliation with the
Sufi khiïnqiïh tradition.
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Ce mémoire tente d'analyser l'approche réformiste d'Ibn Jamâ'ah concernant
l'éducation telle qu'elle est décrite dans son Tadhkirat aJ·Siïmi' wa aJ·Mutakallim fi Adiib

aJ-'},lim wa aJ-Muta'allim. Ibn Jamâ'ah ( 639-733 H.I 1241-1333 lC. ) fut un Juge
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Supreme Shâfi'ite distingué de même qu'un érudit fort versé dans les études Islamiques

à l'époque du Sultanat des Manùüks Bal;uis en Egypte ainsi qu'en Syrie. La théorie de
l'éducation d'Ibn Jamâ'ah repose sur le Qur'ân et les 1)adith en tant que sources
premières de référence. De façon plus spécifique, ses suggestions concernant le contenu
d'un curriculum idéal sont conçues de façon à faciliter la formation d'une génération
d'érudits orientés vers la religion. Ibn Jamâ'ah insiste aussi que l'enseignant doivent
encourager la motivation personelle chez les étudiants. De plus, il recommande que
l'enseignant évalue avec attention les capacités et les limites de ses élèves. Un autre
élément majeur du programme éducatif d'Ibn Jamâ'ah est que le professeur doit réaliser
l'importance de son influence auprès de ses étudiants. Par conséquant, l'enseignant doit
se comporter d'une manière respectable et pieuse. L'auteur va aussi décrire les multiples
qualités que doit posséder un élève afin d'exceller dans ses études. Enfin, dans
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l'évaluation d'Ibn Jamâ'ab de la relation existant entre l'enseignant et son élève, on peut
détecter les liens d'Ibn Jamâ'ab avec la tradition Sufi du Jchanqiih.
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INTRODUCTION
"The meaning of edueation in its totality in the context of Islam is inherem in
the connotations of the terms Tarbiyyah [upbringing
Ta'dib

[edification

J. Ta'lim [instruction J and

J taken together."lIt is a continuing process relating to the

individual. tht: society to wbich he or she belongs. and the entire content of reality. both
material and spiritual. which plays a dominant role in determining the nature and destiny
of man and society. According to Husain and Ashraf. education "is the best means of
creating a new generation of young men and women who will not lose touch with their
own tradition but who will not at the same time become intellectually retarded or
educationally backward or unaware of developments in any branch of human
knowledge. "2 In the Islamic context education is important in helping mari cultivate his

•

Muslim identity. in

attaining bis inner perfection. and in the full and balanced

development of bis total personality including bath its physical and psycbical dimensions.
The inner perfection and the balanced development of these two aspects are the core of
the aim of education. This kind of perfection and clevelopment cao be acbieved through
instructing man in the ways ofobtaining knowledge.3 training bis spirit, intellect, rational
self. feelings, and bodily :.cnses, wbich are the objects in the domain ofeducation.
Islamic education, wbich bas been concemed with ail aspects of human life.
constitutes the foundation of Muslim civilization. However. unlike other components of
1 S. Mu~ al-Naquib al-Atlas, ed., Aims and Objectives of Islamic
Education ( King 'Abdul 'Aziz University-Jeddah: Hodder and Stoughton, 1979). 157.

The words in brackets are my addition.
2 Syed Saijad Husain and Syed Ali Ashraf. Crisis in Muslim Education (King
'Abdul 'A7jz University - Jeddah: Hodder and Stoughton, 1978), 16.
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3 Tetsuya Ketaji, Islamic versus Modem Wesrem Education: Prospects for the
Future (Nügata-Ken: IMES, International University of Japan, 1990),54-5.
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the Islamic civilization which have been recorded in exhaustive works. Islamic education
compared with other aspects of the same civilization \Vas not studied sufficiently hy
Muslim educationists.4 In other words. the field of the Muslim theory of education. as
Malik maintains. deserves much further study than it has yet received. Funhermore. he
~ays that one cannot remain satisfied with the little that has been done. S This is al50 the

case with Ibn Jama'ah whose educational thought is studied in this work. Althou;;h
severa! studies have been undenaken. his ideas on education have yetto receive sufficient
attention.
Through descriptive and comparative analysis. the present study explores the
ideas of education of Badr al-Din Abü 'Abd Allah Mu!)ammad Ibn Ibrdhim Ibn Sa'd
Allah Ibn Jama'ah Ibn l;Iazm Ibn $akhr al-Kinani al-l;Iamawi al-Shafi'i (639 - 733
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A.H. 1 1241 - 1333 A.D. l. who was one of the famous figures in the history of the

'UlamiP of the Mamlük empire. He was really the founder of the Banü Jama'ah line of
Shafi'i jurists.

4 Hasan Asari. The Educational Thought of al-GhaziiJï : Theory and Practice
( Unpublished MA. Thesis. Institute of Islamic Studies. McGiI1 University. MontrealCanada, 1993 l. 1. The author. in his introductory remarks. presents a complaint
regarding the inadequacy of materials of the previous writers in the field of Islamic
education. He. for instance. quotes AI)mad Shalabfs complaint when he was writing his
book History of Muslim Education in 1954. For more information about this malter sec
also Moha. Abd Mu'id Khan in his article ''The Muslim Theories of Education During
the Middle Ages. "Islamic Culture Vol. xvm Nos. 1-'\ (1944 l : 418-33 ;
M~ Apya al-Ibrishi. Education in Islam. Tr. by Isma'il Cashmiry (Cairo:
The Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs. 1967 ). 8-9 ; Fuad Said Haddal1. "An Early
Arab Theory of Insttuction," IJMES Vol. V ( 1974 ) : 240-59 ; and Munawar Al)mad
Anees and Alla Nasreen Athar."Educational Thought in Islam," Hamdard Islamicus Vol.
m/2 (1980) :47-77.
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S Rab Nawas Malik, The Development of Muslim Educational Thought (7001900 ) { Ph.D. Dissenation. Faculty of Education and Religion. University of Kansas.

1968 1. f.m.
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3

His educational theory is found mainly in his treatise, TadhkiTat al-Siimi c wa al·

Mutakallim fi Adiib al·cAlim wa al·Mutacallim 6 ( A Memorandum for the Listener and
the Speaker on the Etiquette of the Tcacher and the Student) which contains the basics of
his educational ideas and the way he viewed educational matters. as weil as the fact that
he was "c1osely associated with the tcaching profession and was fully aware of the
academic Iife and work of tcachers and pupils in educational institutions,"7
Ibn Jamli'ah's work is considered to be an important medieval work in the field of
education. because it contributes to Arabic pedagogical Iiterature8 both from the
educational point of view. as weil as that of cultural development.9 Furthermore. it
focuses mostly on the higher level of education and deals only briefly with the
elementary stages. as observed by Rosenthal :

•

It is a systematic recapitulation of the views on higher education in the religious
sciences ( meaning. principally. the Science of traditions ), ... [ and] does not deal
al all with elementary education, except, perhaps. in sorne isolated instances such
as the incidental admonitions for students to sit before their professors as children

6 1 have used the version published in Hyderabad·Dekkan by Da>irat al-Macarif
al·cUthmaniyyah. 1353 A.H. 1 1933 A.D. NA Baloch observes that this treatise was
completed by Ibn Jamlicah in the year 672 A.H 11273 AD. ( when he was thirty·three
years old ) 1Great Books of Islamic Civilization (Islamabad-Pakistan: Pakistan Hijra
Council, 1409 A.HJ1989 AD.) J, 28. Sec also Mansoor A. Quraishi. Sorne Aspects of
MuslimEducation (Baroda: The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, 1970).97.

7 Baloch, Books ofIslamic Civilization.

28.

Khalil A Totah, The Contribution of the Arabs to Education (New York :
AMS Press. 1972).71.
8

•

9 Baloch, Books of Islamic Civilizalion. 31. Another view was presented by
Franz Rosenthal who observes that the great interest ofIbn Jamlicah's Tadhkirat al-5iimic
lies in ail the wise and pungent remarks on particuIar aspects of the learning process
{Knowledge Tziumpbant : The Concept ofKnowledge in Medieval Islam (Leiden: EJ.
BriIl. 1970),297-8 J.
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do before the teacher of the Qur'iin. By the time of Ibn Jama'ah. higher education
had long becn fully institutionalized and was centered entirely in the madra.'iah. 10
In addition, a number of scholars state that Ibn Jama'ah's theory of education. as

elaborated in bis Taclhkirat al-Siimi' "discussed intelligence tests and the classification of
pupils on the basis of tested abilities,'oJ 1 and is concemed with "the classification of
education, subjects of studies [ wbich he proposes to be mostly religious J, and methods
of teacbing,"12 the value of leaming and the leamed. the etiquette of the teacher with
regard to bis classes and bis students. the etiquette of the student and his relations with
bis professor and fellow students. bis attitude to books. and his manners while in
residence al the madrasah [college].l3
Ibn Jama'ah was influenced by bis environment. Centralized higher education in

•

the coUege inspired bim to write a particular section concer:ùng the choice of the right
coUege. as weU as sections on coUege administration and college life. Furthermore, a.~ a
result of dependence on the written word at aU levels of instruction. he had to develop
another chapter on the publishing and handling of books.14
Ibn Jama'ah cao be described as an ethical educationist who emphasized the
importance of ./Jusn al-iidao (good manners and behavior

>.

wbich for him. was

IORosenthal. Knowledge Triumphant, 296.
IlMehdi Nalcosten. History of Islamic Origins of Western EduCBÛon A.D. 8001350 With an Introduction to Medieval Muslim EduCBÛon (Boulder: University of
Colorado Press. 1964 >. 103.
12Khan. "Muslim Theories of Education," 419. The words in brackets are my
addition.

•

13Totah, Contribütion of the Arabs. 71. The words in brackets are my addition.
14Rosenthal. Knowledge Triumphant, 296.
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education in the widest sense. This notion exists in his Tadhldrat al-Sfimi' wbich also
contains separate chapters concerning etiquette. His ethical emphasis was also reflected in
his guidance for bath teachers and students when doing academic work. This emphasis
was attaehed to bis section ,on the special importance of the proper methods of teacbing
and studying.
As far as academic activities of Muslims are concerned, Ibn Jamii'ah considered
the motive. through wbich one acquires leaming, to be an important factor and a basic
component of education. For him this motive must be solely oriented for the sake of
Allah and al1 of the factors of education have to be aligned to the main purpose of
leaming. which is "drawing people nearer to Gad and [ ... ] spreading and reviving divine
law."IS

•

Conceming the classification of knowledge, Ibn Jamii'ah. influenced by his
predecessors Imam al-Shafi'i and al-Ghaz31ï. divided it into IWO major subjects ; shar'i
( the religious ) consisting of farr}. 'ayn (the obligatory ). farr}. al-kiJiiyah (the optional ).

na/1 (the voluntary ) ; and gbair al-shar'i (the non-religious ) including.Qariim (the

forbidden ). makriib (the disliked ). and mubiQ (the permissible ).1 6 Furthermore. his
attitude towards knowledge seemed traditionaland intuitive as he held to the commitment
to Islam in using the Qur'an and l;ladith as the IWo chief sources of knowledge. This
strong commitment as weU as bis personal experience as a student, caused him to
tSKhan. "Muslim Theories of Education," 425.
t6cAlï zayeür. al-Tarbawiyyil wa 'Hm al-Nais: al-Tarbawi wa al-Taw~uli fi
Qira' al-Fiqbiyyit Tadhkirat al-5iimi' wa al-Murakalljrn fi Adao al-'A1ïm wa al-

•

Mura'aJIim li Ibn Jama-'ab (BeinJt: Muassisat CIzz al-Dïn li al-Tibi'at wa al-Nashr.
1413 A.H./1993 A.D.). 300. See also Mochtar Afandi. The Metbod of Muslim
Learning as IDustrated in al-Zsmüji's Ta'lïm al-Mura'aJIim Tariq al-Ta'allum
(Unpublished M. A. Thesis. Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University. MontrealCanada. 1993). 11.

•
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advocate a curriculum of leaming comprised of mainly religious

subjecl~.

This is

understandable since he emphasized that the aim of education was to build a devoted
generation who would implement Islamic laws in their lives. In addition. the authority of
the founder ofa college was undeniably important in determining the course of study.
Beyond a systematically descriptive presentation of Ibn Jamii'ah's ideas. this
study also presents sorne other medieval Muslim scholars' opinions. such as those
of J:lujjat al-Islam Imam al-Ghazali (450-505 A.H.I 1058-1111 A.D. ). al-Zamüji
(flourished circa 620 A.H./1223 A.D. ). and Ibn Kha1dün (732-808 A.H./1333-1406
A.D. ). By combining two approaches. i.e.• a descriptive method and a comparative one.
this work attempts to understand comprehensively the educational ideas of Ibn Jama'ah
as illustrated in bis treatise. Tadhkirat al-Simi' wa al-Mutakallim fi Adiïb al-'Alim wa al-

•

Muta'aJ1im.
Sb'Ucturally. this study is divided into three chapters. The fll'St chapter offers a
briefbiography of Ibn Jamiicah with a special attention being given to bis personality and
career as professor in different institutions and as Shafi'i Qaçfi al-Quç/at ( Chief Judge ).
a position wbich he occupied three times in Egypt and twice in Damascus. Sorne of his
works and bis intellectuallife as a scholar are also covered. particularly his Tadhkirat al-

Siimi'. The second chapter deals with Ibn Jamicah's concept of the merit of knowledge
and of the learned people. This chapter also discusses bis views on the classification of
studies and the method of teaehing and learning, from wbich bis defmition and aims of
education are also elaborated. The third chapter concentrates on Ibn Jz.ma'ah's views on
the requirements of teaehers and the duties of students. and their relationsbip in the
leaming process wbich is the reflection of the love of professors toward their students,

•

and ofstudents' respect toward their professors.

•

CHAPTER ONE
mN JAMAcAH'S BACKGROUND. CAREER. AND WORK

This present study is based on an abundant number of sources. However, as
Baloch states, there is Iit,le detail concerning the biography of Ibn Jamii'ah.\ The most
complete sources might be Ibn Jamii'ah's three Mashiiyikh (singular: Mashyakhah )
which were written respectively by himself, by his student a1-BirzaJi, and by a1Ma'sharani. Unfortunately, only the second one 2 is available for analysis in this
discussion. Besides this primary source, there are several works which will be frequently
referred to , such as, the works of Mul;1yi a1-Din cAbd a1-RaI;1man RamaQin,3 Jamal alDin 'Abd a1-RaI;1im a1-Asnawi,4 Taj a1-Din Abü N~r 'Abd al-Wahhab Ibn Taqi a1-Din

•

a1-Sublti,S Ibn ijajar a1-'Asqalani,6 Shams a1-Din Ibn Tülün,7 $a1a1.t a1-Din Kha1i1 Ibn
Aybak a1-$afadï, 8 MuI;1ammad Taqi a1-Din Ibn QaQï Shuhbah,9 Ibn Kathïr,lO and 'Abd

\ Books ofIslamic Civilizaûon, 28.
2 Mashyakhat Qiilji al-Qu{liit Ibn lamii'ah, Vol. 1 ( Beirut : Dar al-Gharb a1Isl3nü, 1408 A.H./1988 A.D. ).

3 al-Manhal al-Rawi fi Mukhfa$aJ" 'Uliim al-IJadirh al-Nabawi li-Ibn lamii'ah.
Edited by Mul;1yi al-Dm' Abd a1-RaI;1man RamaQan (Damascus: Dar a1-Fikr, 1986 ). ln
la'rif a1-Kitab. pp. 8-15. This book is one of Ibn Jamii'ah's works in the field of IJadirh
( Prophetic Traditions ).
4 Tabaqiit al-5hiili'iyyah, Vol. I. Edited by 'Abd Allah a1-Jubürï ( Baghdad :
Matba'at a1-Irshad, 1391 A.H./1971 A.D.).

5 Tabaqiit al-5hiili'iyyah al-Kubra, Vol. V ( Cairo : a1-Matbacah a1-ijusayniyyah
a1-~yyah,

1323 AH./1905 AD.).

6 al-Durar al-Kaminah fi A'yiia al-Mi'ah al-TbBminah, Vol.
Dâ'irat a1-Ma'iirif a1-'Uthmaniyyah, 1349 AH./1931 AD. ).

•

m ( Hyderabad :

7 Qu{liit Dimashq, Vol. VID. Edited by $a1a1.t al-Dio a1-Munjjid ( Damascus :
Matba'at a1-Taraqqi, 1956 ).
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aI-Amir Shams aI-Din. Il ail writlen in Arabie. Among modern English sources whieh
have been used here include the works ofKarniil S. $alibi l2 and Joseph H. Eseovitz. 13

A. Ibn Jamlcah's Background.
It is not rny purpose to present a detailed biography of Ibn Jama'ah. My primary
interest. in this chapter. lies in exploring a certain significant events of Ibn Jama'ah's life.
particularly his scholarly and judicial activities.
Ibn Jarna'ah was born on Rabi' aI-Akhir 4. 639 A.H. 1 1241 A.D. in ijama 14
which is located in northern Syria. From his narne aI-Kinani. we can deduce that he was

•

8 Nakt al-Himyin fi Nukat al-<Umyin (Cairn: 1404 A.H./1984 A.D.). and
al-Wiifi bi al-Wafayat. Vol. n (Istanbul: MlIlba'at Wazarat aI-Ma'anf. 1949).

9 Tabaqat al-ShMi<iyyah. Vol. n. Edited by aI-ijafq; 'Abdul 'Aleem
Khan (Hyderabad: Matba<at Majlis Da'irat aI-Ma'anf aI-'Uthmaniyyah. 1399 A.H. 1
1979 A.D.).
IOal-Bidayah wa al-Nihayah, Vol. XIV (Beirut: Dar aI-Kutub aI-<Umiyyah,
1307 A.H./1987 A.D.).
lIal-Maclhbab al-Tarbawi <ind Ibn Jama<ah (Beirut: Dar Iqra'. 1984 J. This
book is actual1y a copy of Ibn Jama'ah's Tadhlcirat al-Siimi< with an additional summary
by the editor in the fmt part of the book.
12"The Banü Jamaca : A Dynasty of Shafi'ite Jurists in the Mamlük Period,"

Studia Islamica XIX (1958): 97 -109; and Encyclopaedia of Islam, New Edition.
Vol. m ( Leiden : EJ. Brill, 1971 J. 748-9. This article is written based on the former
publication about Ibn Jamacah.

•

1371Je Office of QiitP al-Quçtat in Caîro under the Baf.ui Mamlülcs (Berlin:
Klaus Schwarz Verlag. 1984).
14aJ-Birzali. Mashyakbat 1, 12, and Rama.,an. ed.. al-Manhal al-RawI, 8.
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a descendant of the Kinana tribe of northen Arabia.• s Although we do not have any
delaiJed descriptions of bis childhood, he presumably grew up in bis hometown of l;iama.
Ibn Jamacah came from an educated and religious family who consistently
adhered to the Shafici madhhab (schoal of law ) wbich, at that time was the
dominant schoal of law of the BaJ:ui Mamlüks. His father, BurI;lan a1-Din Abü Isi}aq
Ibrlihim Ibn Sacd Alllih (596-675 A.H. 1 1200-1277 A.D.) gained a modest
reputation for bis comprehensive understanding of Fiqh (Jurisprudence) and I;ladith
( Traditions ). He was a lecturer. a great religious leader. a provincial jurist, a Traditionist,
and a Sufi of little note) 6 Ibn Jamlicah had severa! brothers who had become
cU/arna> (singular: cÀlim. meaning a leamed man, in particular one leamed in Islamic
legal and religious studies ) and FuqahiP (singular: Faqih , meaning an exponent of

•

fiqh ). Ibn Jamlicah was to become the most famous scholars of bis family.J7 Not much

is known about Ibn Jamlicah's mother.

Ibn Jamacah began bis education in bis hometown of l;iamli where he flI'5t
studied, most probably about the basic skilI of how to read and to write. under Shaykh
a1-Shuyükh a1-An~.18 In addition. a1-BirzliIï reports that "in 646 A.H.... at the age of

IS~Dï. "The Banü Jamlica,"

98.

16Ibid. 99. See aIso bis article "Ibn mamlica" in EncycIopaedia ofIslam, New
Edition, Vol. ID, 749. AlI the quotations ofSliIïbï pertaining 10 Ibn Jamlicah are from bis
article in Studia Islamica.
17a1-BirzliIï. Mashyakbat 1. 12.

•

18Jbm~an, ed., a/-Manbal a/-Rawi, 8. His otber teaehers included Ibn Abï a1Yusr and a1-Rashid a1-cAtlir under whom he studied during the age of twelve. He
received severa! açademic licenses from different teaehers. It was the chiefcharacteristic
of the medieval Islarnic edn eationa1 system that the teacher. after ~eaching a full course.

•
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seven. bis master "Ibn Jamacah" "received recognition for memorizing the Qur'lin under
the supervision of bis eminent

master AJ:unad Ibn al-Mufarraj Ibn cAli Ibn al-

Mufarraj ( d. 650. A.H. )." 19
From the very beginning. Ibn Jamacah seemed to have a great interest in pursuing
knowledge. It was largely due to the religious and educational atmospheres of his farnily.
He was extremely intimale with Islarnic religious teacbings and. later after completing a
comprehensive studies, succeeded in establishing himself as an eminent scholar in
religious studies and jurisprudence.
Ibn Jamiicah's acadernic career assumed new characteristics when he started
studying in severa! acadernies in bis hometown of I;Iamii. 20 This city was one of the

•

bases of Mamlük authority in Syria after Aleppo and Damascus. AIl of these cities
were the scats of political administration and ofjudicial and cultural activities of Mamlük
Sultanate wbich were supported by large number of famous cU/ama"'. ACter finishing bis
studies in bis hometown of I;Iama (646 A.H. 1 1248 A.D.). Ibn Jamacah travelled to
cities. such as Aleppo. Damascus. Alexandria and Jerusalem in the hope of leaming
personally gave an ijizah (certificate) to the student, who would t"'en be a!lowed to
teaeh. This certifieate, Fazlur Rahman observes. was given in an individual subject, such

as flqb. Occasiona!ly it covered severa! subjects. or, conversely, the certificate
documented the student's knowledge of specific book. See Rahman, Islam. Second
Edition (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press. 1979 ), 185. See also, for
examples Atunad Shalabrs section on Certificates, 147-9, in History of Muslim
Education (Beirut-Lebanon : Dar al-Kashsbif, 19S4 ), George Makdisi's section on
Origin of the Concept of the Ijiza, 140-5, in The Rise of ColJeges : Institutions of
Leaming in Islam and the West (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1981 ),
Jonathan Berkey, The Transmission of Know/edge in Medieval Cairo: A Social History
of lslamic Education (Princeton-New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992 ), 3133, and Charles Michael Stanton, Higber Lt:aming in Islam: The Classical Period, A.D.
700-1300 (Maryland: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 1990),49-50.

•

19a1-Binali, Masbyakbat 1, 12-3.

20Jbid., 13.

•
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from certain distinguished Shuyükh (singular: Shaykh or master ).21 The sources
state that he was extremely satisfied with his teacher Qac;li Taqi aI-Din Ibn Razin of
Cairo. 22 Even though it was not c1ear wbich subjects were studied by Ibn Jama'ah.
it is suggested that he concrentated on l;Iadith (Traditions), Tafsïr (Interpretation
of the Qur'lin), Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence), and U$ül al-Tafsïr ( Principles of the
Interpretation of the Qur'lin ). It is also known that he "studied grammar with 'Ali Ibn
MaIik."23 Another source mentioned that it was Shaykh JamaI aI-Din Ibn MaIik. 24
ACter finisbing bis education and confident of bis great talent and brilliant mind,
Ibn Jama'ah succeeded in becoming an outstanding scholar who had a strong personality
and dignity. Because of bis comprehensive knowledge and objective attitude, Ibn Jama'ah
succeeded in attracting many disciples who wished to study under his supervision.

•

Fellow scholars and disciples alike admired bis demeanor and scholarly capability. The

21 aI-Birzâli, Masbyakhat l, 13. It was not an uncommon feature of this
period that an itinerant student, like Ibn Jama'ah, travelled over long distances,
sometimes over the length and breadth of the Muslim world to Iisten to lectures ( alRi1)lah li-raJab al-<ilm ) of various famous teachers. For more detailed information on
these types of academic joumeys, see for instances Rahman, Islam, 185, and Shalabi,
Muslim Educaûon, 181-5. Shalabi states that Ibn Kha1dün maint.ained that travelling to
acquire knowledge and meet eminent scholars was an essential project for students. In
addition, Ibn Kha1dün states that the ability of the student had to he vouched for by every
single of bis teachers, and thus, it was in the best interest of the student to come in contact
with as many professors as possible. Shalabi, 18 I.
22lbn Qac;Iï Shubbah, Tabaqit al-Shati<iyyah n, 369. This scbolar was from the
same town as Ibn Jama'ah and came to Egypt in the year of 658 A.H. during the invasion
of the Mongols. He was one of the most remarlcable jurists of the Shafi'i madbbab and
succeeded in occupying severa! bonored posts in Egypt. For more detai1ed information,
see Escovitz, The Office ofQi4i al-Quç/at.
23a1-Asnawi, Tabaqat al-Sbati<iyyah l, 387.

•

24lbn Qac;Iï Sbubbab, Tabaqat al-Sbati<iyyah
Tarbawiyyit wa <Dm al-Nals, 23.

n, 369-70. See also zayeÜf, al-

•

1:!

sources describe Ibn Jamlï'ah25 as a person with a slrong personality. big hean. low
voice. and great dignity. He was a man who mastered the Isiamic scicnccs. who had an
exceptional intellect and a beautiful attitude. Furthennore. Ibn Jamli'ah was dcscribed as
a scholar who possessed a bright intelligence which would attract a circle of scholars
listening to bis lecture in almost any academic place and he never entered a c1a.~s without
proper greetings. Ibn Jamlï'ah was considered a judicial authority in Cairo and Dama.~us
and worthy of respect. Furthennore. he was described as forgiving and vigilant whcn
defending the truth ; he did bis best to approach a dispute objectively and was quick to
acknowledge bis own shorlcomings.

•

B. Ibn Jamicah's Career.

As discussed in the previous section. Ibn Jamli'ah was able to master various
Islamic sciences and became a distinguished medieval Muslim scholar. complete with a
a number of students and followers. some of these disciples would later become great
scholars in their own right.26 Ibn Jamli'ah. according to $lihôi. seemed to stan working
as a public servant in middle life. when he succeeded to distinguish himself as a scholar
and a man ofcharacter and integrity. 21
2SIbn l;Iajar al-'Asqallini. al-Durar al-Kamina m. 282-3. See also al-Dhahabi.
Mu'iam al-5buyükb. 121 as quoted in al-Birzlili. Masbyalcbat 1. 17-8; and Tlij al-Din
al-Subki. Tabaqiit al-5biificiyyab al-Kubrii IX. 139 quoted in al-Birzlili. Mashya1chat 1.
18.

•

26These future scholars included Ibn 'Abd al-Qadir al-Sinblili. Ibn Jlibir alHlishimi. M~ Ibn Yüsuf al-Birzlili. ete. See also al-Birzlili. Masbyalcbat 1. 12-3
fordetails.
21"The Banii Jamaca," 99.
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He succeeded in achieving several honored positions in the BaI;1rï Manùük
Empire bath in Egypt and Syria. As an exponent of the Shafi'ite legal system. Ibn
Jama'ah was able to attain the post of Qâ<fj al-Quçiât (Chief Judge ). He was also
named Shaykh al-ls/iim, a scholarly tille that always given to the Chief Judge in an
honorary gesture. 28 In addition 10 these positions. Ibn Jama'ah was also appointed as a
professar in many famous institutions. as weil as a Khapb ( preacher of the Friday
sermon) and lmâm (prayer leader) in the

aI-Aq~

and Umayyad mosques. While

attending to the many duties of bis public career,lbnjama'ah also continued bis academic
career. His numerous texts29 have made a great contribution to Islamic scholarship and
Iiterature during the reign of the BaI;1rï Manùük's Sultanate}O These works will be
presented in the following section ofthis chapter.

•

Before discussing further Ibn Jama'ah's career as bath scholar and Shafi'i Chief
Judge, it is important to examine sorne necessary features of the Islamic academic and
judicial arenas. Being a professor, according to Escovitz. was hardly ever reached without
competition with other 'U1aI11JJ-'; so far as the appointment was concemed, "neither their
personal status nor that of their

high office was any guarantee of a teaehing

appointmenL"3t The combination of these IWO posts bas been a subject of debate among
scholars. Some suggest that the Chief Judge, although a1ready busy with his political

28See Carl F. Petry, The Civilian Elite of Caire in the Later Middle Ages
( Princeton - New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1981 ), 221.
29Slilibi,"The Banü Jama'a," 100.

30lbn Jama'ah's works include Arba'un l;ladith, al-Tibyân fi Mubhamât al-

•

Qur>in. Ta(uir al-A{Ikàm fi Tadbïr Ah1 al-Islam, Tarajim al-Bukhari, ete. See aI-BirziIi,
Masbyakbat L 21-3 and Ramae;tin. ed., al-Manba/al-Rawi, 14-5.
3t The otfice ofQà<fi al-Quçiit. 192.

•
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office, was usually asked to teach in a college because the students wanted to study
with him. ln facto whenever there was a visiting professor at a college. he was usually a
Chief Judge. Contrasting this view. Escovitz offers the speculative assumption. with
special reference to Cairo during the Batui MamJük period. that a teaching position.
particularly in the subject of Islamic law. was an important and prestigious occupation for
a Chief Judge before and after his judicial career. 32 This may be one of the reasons why
A.S. Tritlon states "Ibn Jama'ah's case shows that it was not uncommon for a man to be
both judge and teacher."33 Needless to say. this occurs only when the judge is a ma.~ter
of Islamic sciences. particularly jurisprudence.
Ibn Jama'ah received academic appointments in severa! institutions both in Syria
and Egypt. and kept them untii he resigned from his judicial career. Il is understood tha!

•

bis responsibilities as a professor were subordinate to his duties as Chief Judge. His
careers were shared between the two cities of Damascus and Cairo. which is retlected in
bis extensive travelling between these cities and the unstable nature of socio-political
situation in the &aJ:ui MamJük elite. It seems his tirst academic nomination

wa.~ 10

a

coUege Iocated in bis birthplace, I:Iamli. Unfortunately, his biographers do not elucidate
on this matter. Because of the scarcity of information. it makes il difficult to organize
the chronicles of Ibn Jama'ah's teaching career.

So far as the institutions where Ibn Jamâ'ah was involved in teaching are
concemed. al-Birzali, one of bis great disciples. presents a list which inc!udes al·
Madrasah al·Qaymariyyah and al.'Adiliyyah al·Kubra Also on this list are al·

32EscovilZ, Tbe Office of QatP aJ·Quç/it. 206.

•

33Materials on Muslim Education in the Middle Ages (London: Luzac & Co.
Ud.. 1957 >. 118.
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Shamiyyah al-Barraniyyah, al-N~iriyyah al-Jawwaniyyah, and al-GhazzaJiyyah which
were located in Damascus. There were at least four Egyptian eolleges and th.-::e mosques
which he taught at, namely al-Madrasah al-$ii1il;1iyyah,

al-N~iriyyah,

al-Kamiliyyah,

Jami' Ibn Tülün, al-I:fakim, and al-'Atïq for the Shafi'ite eircle. 34 However, as has
already been stated, al-Birziili has not elaborated on which subjects were taught by Ibn
Jama'ah in those institutions.
Considering the data on the above institutions, 'Abd al-Qadir Ibn Mul;1ammad alNu'aymï al-Dimashqi , quoting Ibn Kathir, without giving the date of Ibn Jama'ah's
teaehing appointment at

al-N~iriyyah

al-Jawwiiniyyah in Damascus, says that in 676

A.H. he was deposed from this college. His position was then given to zayn al-Din al-

•

•

34al-BirziiIi. Masbyakhat 1. 14-5. It is stated that Ibn Jama'ah's son 'Izz al-Din
Ibn Jama'ah ( 694 - 1366 A.H. 1 1294 - 1366 A.D. ) was barn in al-Madrasah al'Adiliyyah al-Kubra. This man later on became Chief Judge and professer and won an
excellent reputation and exceptional respect from the Mamlük authorities. He was the
great successor of Ibn Jama'ah. Aceording to Ibn Tülün, Ibn Jama'ah was invited to
teaeh in al-Madrasah al-Qaymariyyah and taught there in 693 A.H. See Quçlat Dimasbq.
80. While the date of Ibn Jama'ah's teaching career at these academies. is not indieated
from Jonathan Berkey's writing. it can he inferred that Ibn Jama'ah taught Shafi'i
Jurisprudence al $iilitUyya, N~iriyya (aiso known as $ala1}iyya ). Jamie 'Amr in
Fustat, and Jami' l;IiiItim. as weil as Prophetic Traditions al ~üriyya in EgypL See
Berkey. The Transmission of Knowledge. 53-4. 106. lOS. See also Petty. The Civilian
Elite, 333. 341. Here Petty explicidy gives credit to the academie excellence of Ibn
Jama'ah as the first chair in Shafi'i Jorist who became one of the Most eminent lecturers
in Cairo during the fourteenth century in the Jami' al-I:fikim. In addition to Ibn Jama'ah's
specialization in Prophetie Traditions and Mysticism, Petry states that Ibn Jama'ah was
the flfSt Preacher of the kbànqiib al SïryiiqÜ5 whieh was founded by Sultan al-N~ir
Mul;umunad Ibn Qalii>ün in 1414 A.H. outside Cairo. In addition te this position. he was
also appointed as the specialist in Prophetie Traditions. and personally witnessed the
recitation oftwenty traditions by the Sultan al-N~ir MuI;1amm ad 's son. He became rector
of the kMnqiib and received the tide of Sbaylch al-5buyiilcb ( Head of Sufi
convents ) • the only individual so honored other !han the rector of Sa'id al-Su'ada and
al-Azhar. The latter elucidation abrogatcs the assomption that bis position as Head of
Sufi convents only happened in Damascus. For more information conceming the poper
usage of the tide of Head of Sufi convents in Mamlük lime see aIso Annemarie
Schimmel. "Sorne Glimpses of the Religious Life in Egypt during the later Mamlük
Period," Islamic Studies Vol. IV 14 ( 1965) : 352-392.
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r-ariqi. However. Ibn Jamii'ah continued his career as a professor at al·Nâ(;iriyyah al·
Jawwaniyyah when he rep!aced Kama! al·Din Ibn Shurayshi in the year of 701
A.H.• 35 which was one year before his second appointrnent a.~ Chief Judge in Egypt.
His professorship at this college was not as long as his second judicial career in Egypt
which lasted until 710 A.H.

After his tenure as professor in al·Nâ(;iriyyah al·

Jawwaniyyah. Ibn Jamii'ah taught for nine years in al-Qaymariyyah al·Kubra also
located in Damascus. His nomination at this college coincided with the death of the great
professor Mubammad Ibn 'Ali Ibn Mabmüd Abd Allah al-Shahrazüri al-Shafi'i in 681
A.H. In 690 A.H.• he had to lcave this college and the position was occupied by 'Ala' alDin Abmad Ibn al-QaQï Taj al·Din Ibn Bint al·A'azz. This was due to his new
nomination as Chief Judge in Egypt on replacing the former Chief Judge. Taqi al-Din

•

Ibn Bint al_A'azz.36 Escovitz asserts that during his fmt period as Chief Judge in Egypt
in 690 A.H., Ibn Jamii'ah, secured an honourable position as a professor in the al$alibiyyah of Egypt until bis deposition from the court. He was compelled to lcave this
coUege for his second appointrnent as Chief Judge in Damascus which took place at the
end of 693 A.H.3 7
On the other band, bis dismissal from bis fmt judicial position in Egypt did not

stop him from retaining bis academic interests. He kept up his scholarly devotion in
whichever college he was teaehing at the time. During bis stay at al-'Adiliyyah al- Kubrli,
and a1-Ghazzaliyyah, Ibn Jamii'ah was given an opportunity to further develop his status

35aI-Darïs fi ïari1ch aI·Madaris. Vol. 1 (Beirut: Dar a1-Kutub a1-'Umiyyah.

1990),352.

•

36Ibid., 337.
37T1Je Office ofQaIP aI-Qul)at, 195.
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a.~

a professor. He starled teaching at these institutions in 693 .A.D. while holding his

second judicial position as Chief Judge in Damascus.38
Once again the political situation in the BaJ:uï Mamlük Sultanate affected Ibn
Jamlicah's career. At the beginning of his third term as Chief Judge in 711 A.H.• he
rcgained his former position as professor in aI-SaliJ:tiyyah.3 9 Ibn l;Iajar aI_ cAsqal3ni
gives contrary information and claims that Ibn Jamlicall was invclved in teaching in aISaliJ:tiyyah in 710 A.H.•

aI-N~iriyyah.

aI-Kamiliyyah. and the Jiimi c Ibn Tülün ( this

was during the second term of his judicial post in Egypt ).40 These institutions. according
to aI-Birzali's aceounts. were alllocated in Egypt
Ibn Jamlicah's work with so many colleges suggests that he had a cautious

•

educational approach and was careful when passing on bis knowledge to the younger
generation. Furthermore, such a long career. with so many institutions. indieates that a
great number of students prospered from Ibn Jamlicah's teaebing. including a great
number of 'Ularna"'; even the Wazir Shams aI-Din Ibn aI-Sal cüs4 1 studied under Ibn
Jamlicah's instruction and guidance. Unfortunately. none of Ibr

1~

nacah's biographers

discusses wbich particular subjects he taught According to EstJvitz, "they usual1y say
danasa or sorne vari3l\t construction of this verb. wbich is a general term for teaehing.
with no special teehnical meaning. "42

38a1-Nucaymi. rari1ch al-Madaris 1. 321.
39Escovitz, The Office ofQaJP al-Quçlit. 195.
4Oal-Durar al-Kaminab

•

m. 281-2.

41a1-$afadi. al-Wifi bi al-Wafayit n. 18. This Wazir later on became Ibn
Jamlicah's good friend and defender of bis nomination as chiefjudge for the fust lime in
Egypt. For lIIOIe detail. see Escovitz, The office ofQiiPal-QurJat. 69.

•
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Despite having a great academic rank as professor in severa! outstanding
institutions. Ibn Jama'ah. as has already been stated, had also reached the highesl
possible judicial post as Chief Judge (directly under the supervision of the Vizier ).
Scholars suggested severa! plausible reasons explaining the success of this judicial career.
They include: merit. nepotism, patronage or nomination, and nii'ib succession. For a
detailed explanation, sec Escovitz's The Office ofQiil).i al-Quçliït in Cairo under the BaQri

Mamlük a..,d Petry's The Civilian Elite ofCairo in me Later Middle Ages.
Sorne of the factors above also influenced Ibn Jama'ah's judicial career. Ibn
Jama'ah's career as a Chief Judge was primarily on the basis of his scholarly reputations
and might have been a result of positive relations with influencial people. among whom
the most predominant were the Wazir, Ibn al-Sal'üs. and Judge Taqi al-Din Ibn Blnt al-

•

A'azz.43 However. it should be kept in mind that the relation with executive authority
only indirecty influenced and did not guarantee the successful upward mobility for the
appointment of Chief Judge. since this executive authority was nol empowered 10 make
appointments. which were directly the prerogative of the Sultan. ln other words, Ibn
Jama'ah was appointed bath due to his excellent reputations as a jurisprudent and a
scholar and thanks to influential bureaucrats who nominated him. The nomination of the
influencial bureaucrat dominated the patronage system in judicial appointments of the

42The Office of Qiil).ï al-Quçliit, 174. The works of Berkey and Petry are
exceptions since they were not strict biographies.

•

43RamatJan. ed.. al-Manha1 al-Rawi. 12. Ibn Bint al-A'azz was one of tioe
famous Sbifi'i chiefjudges and the predecessor of Bint al-A'azz occupied this position
under the B$i Mamlük in EgypL Sec Escovitz, The Office of QiitP al-Quçliit, 63. ln
anotber version. Petry writes that the appointment of a chiefjudge depended on family
background, scholarly reputation. political connection. or a combination of the three.
panicular1y in the three minority schools of law ; it was. he says. impossible ta achieve
this office without family connection. Sec The Civilie Elite. 231.

•
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Bal}ri Mamlük. This patronage system was considered to be the primary means by which
Shafi'i Chief Judges were appointed. On the other hand, with a special reference to the
heirs of Ibn Jama'ah, nepotism personifies the appointment of his son 'Izz aI-Din Ibn
Jama'ah and his grandson BuJtiin aI-Din Ibn Jama'ah. 44 This was due to Ibn Jama'ah's
excellent prestige and his pre-eminent positions.
In 687 AH., Ibn Jama'ah received his fl!Stjudicial appointment as ChiefJudge of

Jerusalem, which was part of the Damascus territory. In 690 AH., at the age of fiftyone, he was appointed Chief Judge in Cairo ( Egypt ) for three years and also became
head of a Sufi khiinqiih. His appointment as ChiefJudge in Ibis city was an indication that
he was really a distinguished scholar. Because, as Petry asserts, "the shafi'i chief
judgeships of Caire were dominated by individuals barn in the city."45 In 693 A.H., he

•

served as Chief Judge in Damascus for a second time, after the death of Badr aI-Din
Baysari.46 However, $ii1ïbi suggests another reason for the dismissal of Ibn Jama'ah
from his Egyptian appointment. He daims Ibis change was the result of a change in the
Ba!}rï Mamlûk regime following the murder of aI-Ashraf Khalïl in 693 A.H 1 1294
A.D.47 After Ibn Jama'ah's dismissal, the office was reserved for Taqi aI-Din Ibn Bint
aI-Nazz for IWo years ( 693 - 695 AH. ) and Ibn Daqiq aI-'ïd until 702 A.H.48 During
his second tenure as Chief Judge in Damascus, Ibn Jama'ah was in charge of leading the

44Escovitz. The Office of QiitP aJ-Qul)at, 75, 81.
45Petry, The Civilian Elite, 54.
46Ibn Tülün, Qu(iit Dimashq

vm,

80.

47"The Banü Jami'a." 99-100.

1

48Escovitz. The Office of QiitP aJ-Qul)at, 62.
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sufi khiinqiih, which included preaching in the mosque and leaching in a1-Madrao;ah al'Adiliyyah as weil as other places.49
Due to his friendship with the Mamlük Umarii', particularly the Wazïr Ibn AI·
SaI'üs and his responsible performance of his job as Chief Judge, Ibn Jamâ'ah

WOlS

reappointed as Chief Judge in Egypt in 702 AH. ACter approximalely eight years of
serving as Chief Judge in this area, he was forced to resign from his posl due

10

bad

personal relations with the Sull3n al-Malik a1-N~ir Mul;1arnrnad Ibn Qalâwün. However,
Ibn Jamii'ah was reassigned to the same position in the following year and remained in
his office until retiring in 727 AHJ 1327 A.D. He died five years later in Cairo in 733
A.HJ 1333 AD.SO

•

Having served more than three decades in judicial and academic positions, Ibn
Jamii'ah succeeded in developing his scholarly abilities ; these were manifested in the
compilation ofseveral treatises encompassing the main fields of Islamic sciences such a.~,
CJlm aJ-J;ladith (The science ofTraditions), Tafsir (Interpretation of the Qur'ân ), and
Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence ).

49Jbn Kathir. aJ-Bidayah XIV. 123.

vm.

•

SOIbn TülÜD. Quçiat Dimashq
81 ; Salibï. ''The Banü Jamiica," 100 ; and
Escovitz, The Office of QiüP aJ-Qu(lat. 62. He was buried near the tomb of Imam a1Shafi'i in Egypt, whose school of law he adhered to. Sec Quraishi. Aspects of Muslim
Education. 97.
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C. Ibn Jamlcah's Worka.

The present section does not intend to elucidate every work of Ibn Jamii'ah's, of
which sorne have already been mentioned and do not need further attention. However,
this discussion focuses on the observations of severa! scholars on his Tadhkirat al-Siimi c
and how it represented the apex ofhis academic achievernent in the field ofeducation.
Conceming the sources wbich were used in Tadhkirat al-Siimic• Ibn Jamii'ah as
a follower and an exponent of the Shiifi<ï school. in contrast to al-zamüji's Taclim alMutacallim, refers to matty Shiifi<ï authorities. including MuI;1ammad Ibn Idris alShiifi<ï ( the founder of the school). al-I:Iumaidi. al-QiiQi I:Iusain Ibn Mul)ammad alShiifi<ï, and I:Iujjat al-Isliim Imiim al-Ghaziili.51 These thinkers also influenced

•

bis other works

on other Islamic sciences, such as Fiqh (Jurisprudence),

l;ladi"th (Traditions), U$ü/ (Principles of Religion and Law), T.idkh (History), and

other books,52 most of these were still in mattuscript fonn. According to sorne sources.
Ibn Jamii'ah dealt with up to thirty-eight texts, including bis three Mashiyilch. 53
By examining the nature of Ibn Jamiicah's various texts. it cao he inferred that he
paid more intention to the subjects of jurisprudence and traditions. This is probably
because he had a keener understanding of these areas. Take for example bis Tadhkirat al-

5tKhan, "Muslim Theories of Education," 419. Furthermore. Rosenthal
observes that Ibn Jamiicah's Tadhldrat al-5iimic was "undertaken in the spirit of al-Khatib
al-Bagbdiidi. and al-Ghaziili and using. it seems, largely their material." Know/edge

Triumphant, 296.
52al-Birziili. Mashyakbat 1, 20. See also al-Safadi. al-Wafi 11, 18 ; and zayCüc.
al-Tarbawiyyit wa cllm al-Nais, 24-5.

•

53Ibid.. 21-5. However. Rama~lin only records eighteeD in al-Marlhal al-RaWi".
14-5. zaY'üc mentioned thir1een in bis al-Tarbawiyyitwa 'llm al-Nafs, 24-5.
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SiïmiC• It was "written from the point of view of the sciences of jurisprudence and
tradition. "54
According to SaIibi. Ibn Jamiicah's book on constitutionallaw. l'a.!u"ïr al-A(lk1Îl1l fi

Tadbïr Ahl al-Isliim. was the most important one among others. 55 The significance and
credibility of this work. is understandable since he had devoted almost half of his life to
judicial affairs. His dedication to law is reflected in his written treatises and participation
in the ongoing political climate. This book was translated into German by H. Kofler in

Islamica Vol. VI-VII ( 1934-1935) and in Schlussheft (1938).
In spite of the importance of this constitutional book, TaQrir al-A(lkiim. Ibn

Jamiicah's Tadhldrat al-Siïmi c is considered the most significant text in the domain of

•

Islamic pedagogical studies ; this work reflects Ibn Jamii'ah's overall thoughts on
education. This treatise. Baloch asserts. "would indicate that he was closely associated
with the teaching profession and was fully aware of academic life and work. of teachers
and pupils in educational institutions."56
In generai terms, Ibn Jamii'ah's Tadhldrat al-Siïmic deals in detail with practical

subjects which were often relevant to the areas of jurisprudence and tradition. This
practical perspective can be seen in examples of advice to teaehers and students.
According to Nakosten, Tadhldrat al-Siïmic "discusses intelligence tests and the

54Franz Rosenthal. ''The Technique and Approach of Muslim Scholarship,"
Analecta OrientaJja Vol. XXIV ( 1947).7. This book was translated into Arabic by
Anis FurayJ.1ah as ManaJ.Uj al-cUlama-' al-Muslimin fi al-BatJth al-%ni (BeirutLebanon : Dar al-Thaqiifah, 1980).

•

55''The Banü Jamii'a," 100.

56Booles ofIsJamjc Civilization. 28.

•
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classification of pupils on the basis of tested abilities,"57 Likewise, according to Totah.
this treatise a1so discusses "the value of leaming and the leamed, the etiquette of the
teacher with regard to his classes and his students. the etiquette of the student and bis
relations with his professor and fellow students. bis attitude to books. and bis manner
wbile in residence at the madrasah. "58
Ibn Jama'ah's Tadhldrat al-Siïmi c provides valuable instructions for a teacher.
Key in Ibn Jamacah's thesis is his explanation of the basic tenets of pedagogical
methodology. The teaeher is advised to motivate and develop. as much as possible, the
intellectual capacities of his students and to reduce any weaknesses. Baloch asserts that
Ibn Jamacah recommended that c1ass room discussion be a place where. the teacher
encouraged students to ask questions and helped !hem to formulate proper questions. On

•

the other hand. the students should observe etiquette and ask questions without giving
offense to the teaeher. Based on this recommendation. Baloch then names Ibn Jamlicah's

TadhJdrat al-Siïmi c as the initiator of the formulation of the Question and Answer
method. which is essential in the teaching and learning process.59
Relevant subjects are c1assified in the following sequence : Tafsir.I;Iadith. U$ül

al-Din. U$ül al-Fiqh. Madhhab, Khi/if, N~w. and JadaJ [MujiidaJah.]6O wbich can be

57lsJamic Origins ofWestem Education. 103.
58Contribution of the Arabs, 71.
59Books of ls/amic Civilization. 29.

•

60Malcdisi. The Rise of Colleges. 80. The words in brackets are mine.
Similarly Tritton observes that Ibn Jamlicah classified !he subjects of study as : Koran.
Tradition, Interpretation of the Koran, InterpretatiOD ofTradition, Principles of Religion,
priDciples of Law. the special Schools of Law. and Language including poetry and
prosody. (MateriaJs on MusJim Education. 132).
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categorized into Shar<i (religious ) and Ghair al-Shar<i (non-religious) studies. Ibn
Jama'ah, however, does not deal with philosophy. This classification leads Mohd. 'Abd
Mu'id Khan to conclude that "Ibn Jama'ah disliked the course of philosophical theology
which tries to discuss the problem of Go<! by the way of rational thinking, inslead of
merely doctrinal. "61
In addition to Que'anic and I;ladith studies, Ibn Jama'ah stressed the necessity of
learning Arabic. He said that "the Arabic language should be nccessarily studied in
companionship with the study of these IWo subjccts. Only after going through these
studies can the student intensively concentrate on other knowledge. "62
Furthermore. Tadhkirat al-Siimi' offers guidance to students and teachers and

•

•

helps them irnprove the quality of their academic life and work. This discussion is

61 Mandi. Method of Muslim Leamïng. II. Like the two descriptions of Ibn
Jama'ah's classification of the subjccts of study. Khan describes the similar sequence of
the subjccts of study of Ibn Jama'ah. i.e.• Qur'anic studies. the study of Prophetic
Traditions. Principles of Theology. Principles of Jurisprudence, the particular Schools of
Jurisprudence. Legal Differences of the Jurists, Arabic Grammar, and Dialcctics. Sec
Mu'id Khan. "Muslim Theories of Education." 430.

62Tadhkirat al-5iimi'. 133. Quoted in Mandi. Method of Muslim Leaming. 89.
Sirnilarly. Ibn Khaldiin. in his curriculum of studies, stressed the absolute nccessity of
studying the linguistic subjccts. This was particularly important for the jurists because
the articles of the laws are derived from the Que'an and Sunnah. which are in the Arabic
language { The Muqaddimah ; An Introdution to History. Vol. m. Tr. by Franz
Rosenthal (New York: Pantheon Books Inc.• 1958 ). 319-20 J. Among the western
scholars. George Sarton. as Bayard Dodge asserts, observes that the scientific study of
language was considerably stimulated in medieval limes by the religious necessity of
interpreting sacred writings which were supposed ta be infallible. These words very
definitely apply to Arabic and the Que'an. Sec Muslim Education in Medieval
TJlllCS (Washington. OC: The Middle East Institute. 1962).32-3. One of the Modern
Muslim scholars. Wan Daud, obligates the study of Arabic language in conjunction with
the Qur'an and Prophetic Traditions in bis suggestion for the curriculum of Islamic
education. For more detailed information. sec Wan Mobd. Nor Wan Daud, The
Concept of Knowledge in ls1sm and its Implications for Education in a Developing
Country (London and New York: Mansen. 1989), lOS.
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divided inlo five chaplers. further sub-divided inlo a number of sections each of wbich
is inundated with detail.63 The fusl chapter has brief and conventional introduclory
remarks and comments on the praise of knowledge and the exalled position of those who
possess il The second chapter is concemed with the qualifications of the teacher. i.e.•
how he should conduct himself and bis classes. and how he should treat bis students. The
third chapter discusses the behaviour of the student. and bis relationsbip with the teacher.
The fourth chapter deals with one's duties and related obligations in the company of
books. Finally. the Tadhlcirat al-Siïmi' deliberates on the etiquette of living in collegial
residence for bath beginners and seniors.

•

•

63Ba1och, Books ofIs1amie CivilizatiOD. 29-31.

•

CHAPTER TWO
mN JAMAcAH'S CONCEPT OF KNOWLBDGE. STUDY, AND
TBACHING
Islamic pedagogicalliterature comprehensively discusses theories of knowledge. 1
These theories can be divided into three interrelated subjects. They are : the merlt of
knowledge, the mastery ofknowledge, :nd the classification ofknowledge.ln discussing
these ideas, Muslim educationists operated on assumptions which influenced thcir
understanding of aspects of leaming. However, in order to grasp any Muslim author's
theory of learning, we must understand bis perception of knowledge. 2 Needless to say,
in Islamic education, pursuing and transmitting knowledge was an Islamic obligation
based on particular revelations in the Holy Qur'iin interpreted by the Prophet in his

•

traditions.3 Likewise, works on theorles of knowledge, be they classical or modem, also
discussed the various classifications of knowledge. This was due to the extensive study
and development of knowledge as a concept with its various branches. This systematic
classification of knowledge was typical of Islamic civilization's emphasis on orderly
1 For a detailed information regarding this literature see Totah's section on
Pedagogical Literature, 67-77, in The Contribuûon of the Anibs to Education. In this
section Totah provides a detailed list of medieval Muslim scholars' works on education.
The list is organized in a chronological order starting with Kirao aJ-Mu'aJlimïn (The
Book of Teachers ) by al-Jal;Jiz ( d. 258 A.H./869 A.D.). However, for a list of modem
scholars, consult the work of Munawar Ahmad Anees and Alia N. Athar, "Studies
on Islamic Education : An Interpretive Essay," IsJamjc Quarterly Vol. 20, 21, 22 No.
4 ( 1978) : 161-83. The authors survey the Islamic educational bibliography and divide
this bibliography into severa! constituent elements including The Holy Qur'iin and
Knowledge, The Holy Prophet and Knowledge, and Islam and Knowledge.

2 Mandi, Metbod ofMusHm Leaming,

•

20.

3 Anees and Athar, "Studies on Islamic Education," 158-9. See also Seyyed
Ho:..sein Nasr, Ideals and Realiûcs of Islam (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltd.,
1979),53; Franz Rosenthal, The C/assica1 Heritage in Islam (London: Roudedge,
1992 ), 5 ; and Byron G. Massialas and Samir Ahmed Jarrar, EduC8Ûon in the Anib
World (New York: Praeger, 1983), 8.
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presentation of phenomena. Thus, knowledge occupied a prominent position and became
a central issue in Islamic education and has had. according to Rosenthal. a "pervasive
influence upon intellectuallife in Islam."4
ln addition to discussing abstraet theories of knowledge. educational Iiterature
a1so included commentaries on practical aspects of knowledge. specifically how to attain
and spread iL These practical characteristics inspired Muslimeducationists to develop the
concepts oflearning and teaching ; they deliberated the definition. aim, and objectives of
education. Some of them a1so addressed two major aspects of organizing education: the
curriculum of studies and its component, the methodology of leaming and teaching.
Curriculum was an elaboration on the classification of knowledge while methodology
was meant to supplement the discussion of curriculum to attain the aim of education.S

•

With these concepts in band. Islamic education emerged as an integral theory a10ngside
other theories in IsIamic thought.
Given that these components of Islamic education are illustrated in many works
in this field, one must note their capacity to encompass whole aspects of human life, bath
material and spiritual. Considered to be a key concept in Islamic educational theory.
knowledge is viewed as the most vital means to attain a barmonious life. At the same
lime. knowledge is insufficient without a practicalleaming infrastructure. such as proper

strategy. management and organization. Once these elements oforganization are applied
4Rosenthal. Classica1Heritage, 52.
S See for instance a1-Gh az jjlj, Fiti.Qat al-'Ulüm (Cairo: Matba'al a1-I:Iusayniyyab
a1-~yyab, 1322 A.H. ) ; Burbin al-Dio a1-zamüji. Ta'Jim al-Muta'alJim Tariq al-

•

Ts'allum (Cairo: Maktabat a1-Qur>in, 1986 ); Ibn Jama'ab, Tadbkirat al-5iimi' ; and
Ibn Khaldiln, The Muqaddima h : An IntroductiOll to lüstory. 3 Vols. Tr. by Franz
Rosenthal (New York: Pantheon Books Inc•• 1958 ). The latter, a1thougb not exactly a
book ofeducationalliterature. comprebensiveIy discusses educational matters in separate
parts.
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effectively. they become

significant factors in attaining the purpose of human life.

namely happiness in this world and the world to come.

R.

The Merit of Knowledge, the Learned People, and the
Classification of Knowledge.
Ibn Jamacah. like the majority of bis predecessors. prefaces his

views of

education by quoting severa! relevant Qur'iinic verses and Prophetic traditions. These are
supplemented by quotes from severa! prominent Muslim scholars on the excellence of
knowledge and the need for one to pursue and attain it.6 As an eminent scholar in
religious studies. particularly jurisprudence and Prophetic traditions. his theory of

•

epistemology is religious and intuitive. He used divine revelation and Prophetic ttaditions
as the principal sources ofknowledge. Nevertheless. he does not disregard man's capacity
for reason as another potential source. However. Ibn Jamâcah. as can he seen from bis
conceptual structure of the curriculum of Islamic education. did not give any attention to
the discipline of philosophy as an accredited source of knowledge. As observed by
Mu'id Khan. Ibn Jamâcah"...disliked philosopbical studies and dogmatic theology. "7 It
was related to the attitude of Imâm al-Shafi'i to the strict method of a Prophetic tradition
in wbich the supreme place was given to jurisprudence

and the challenge

of

scholasticism. The latter brought about the new context in wbich pbilosophy was
considered as a threat to Islamic theology and was not weil treated in the reign of the
B$i Mamlük Sultanate after the assault of al-Ghazali and thus influenced Ibn Jamâcah
to propose a curriculum ofstudies which was more religious in orientation. Lïkewise. he

•

6lbn Jamicah. Tadblcirat al-8amic• 5-14.
7 Khan. "Musiim Theories ofEducatioo'" 425.
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was keen to promote a religious mental attitude in bis students and stressed the danger of
depending on their own logical capacities. His religious commitment to knowledge and
bis awareness mentioned above, motivated bim to emphasize religious orientations in
bis theories of seeking knowledge. He a1so wamed students not to acquïre knowledge.
particularly religious knowledge. for worldly interests. One should be motivated by Gad,
not by arrogance or the need for attention from the community. In other words. Ibn
Jamii'a.'l particularly emphasized that proper motives were needed for success in the
learning and teaehing process. 8 In fac!, this is indicative of the Islamic teacbing that every
deed is judged according to its motive.
Studying Ibn Jamii'ah's theory of epistemology cao be done in a IWofold
approach. The fust is to study bis perception of knowledge and the learned people as

•

IWo pivotai issues in relation to learning and teaehing. The second is to explore bis views
on the classification ofknowledge from wbich bis educational curriculum is derived.

t. Knowledge and the Leamed People.
Before discussing Ibn Jami'ah's ideas of knowledge any further, it is necessary
to survey various scholarly opinions regarding the concept of knowledge. This study
adopts the Islamic perception of knowledge occupying a preeminent position in the
pursuit of bappiness. In fac!, knowledge is considered to be a critical attribute of the
responsible MusIim's duty.

•

8 Ibn Jami'ah. Tadb1drat aI-sami', 13. Sec also Sbalahï, History of Muslim
Education, 175. With regard ta the importance of motive in educational activities, Totah
places Ibn Jami'ah on a similar position with 'Abd al-Barr a1-Namari a1-Qurtubï ( d. 463
A.H./I095 A.D. ), a1-Gbazali. and a1-zamüjï. Sec Totah, Contribution oftbe Arabs, 86.
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One of the most noted western Islamists. Franz Rosenlhal. dedicated himself to
producing a comprehensive text on this subject. entitled Knowledge Triumphant : the
Concept of Knowledge in Medieval Islam. This opus details the veritable celebration of
knowledge in Islam. Rosenthal regards knowledge as the significant factor in the
development of human civilization ; this development is facilitated by a good relationship
between knowledge and education. Using an extensive and comprehensive analysis.
Rosenthal argues that Islam exalts

knowledge as a cause of religious merit and.

consequently. scholars have been given noble praise. Moreover. Rosenthal recognizes
that the Islamic concept of knowledge enjoyed an important status which has not been
found in other civilizations and cultures.9 Similarly. knowledge represents a viable path
to happiness in this world and the afterlife. Rosenthal's opinion is supported by Qur'anic

•

Scripture, a source which extols the virtue of knowledge. We cao easily find a number
of references with regard to the nature of knowledge in the Holy Qur'an. the Prophetic
traditions, and the sayings of distinguished Muslim scholars. With special attention to
the Prophetic traditions, Berkey observes that generally "the traditions that sing the
praises of learning and of scholars do suggest the extraordinary emphasis that Muslim
religion and civilization placed upon knowledge, specially religious knowledge. and the
power inherent in the process and object of instruction."10 However. it is not necessary to
represent them in this part.

In line with these scholars, one of the modem Muslim scholars, al-Atlas. regards
knowledge more elaborately. Specifically, al-Atlas equalizes knowledge with Islam itself.
Knowledge was viewed as synonymous with belief and faith, for it had a function that
was critical to the social and spirituallife of the community. Knowledge became a key

•

9 Rosenthal, Knowledge Triumphant,

251.

JOBerkey, The Transmission ofKnowJedge, S.
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characteristic for a human being and was also considered a valuable feature in political
leadership. al·Atlas daborates :
There havc been many expositions on the nature of knowledge in Islam. more
than in any other religion, culture, and civilization, and this is no doubt due to the
preeminent position and paramount role accorded to al·<Ilm ( knowledge ) by
God in the Holy Qur'an. These expositions. though apparently varying in
substance. encompass the nature of knowledge in ilS totality....The priority of
knowledge is over justice....For Islam. knowledge includes faith and belief. The
purpose for seeking it is to inculcate goodness or justice in man as man and
individu itself. and not merely in man as citizen or integral part of society. It is
man's value as real man. as the dweUer in bis selfs city...ete. 11
The social function of knowledge. in Islam. is unquestionable since it was a means for
preserving life and establisbing the self. This high estimation of the excellence of
knowledge created a resplendent equilibrium in the social and educationai standards of the

•

Muslim community. for there was no gap in seeking knowledge belWeen the poor and the
rich. Every one received an o:qual opportunity and treatment in academic life. However.
since man's cognitive capacity is multi-dimensional. everyone bas a different degree and
level of knowledge. 12 Here. knowll:dge is ultimately associated with the various
inteUectuai capacities of mankind.
To a large extenl, as bas been stated in the previous discussion. the urgency and
the need for acquiring knowledge in Islam were founded on the tirst revelation of the

Qur'an. Tbese verses invite people. particularly Muslims. to attain knowledge in their
quest to seek Alliih. Through knowledge. a human being cao actualize "bis essential

Ilal-Allas, "Pre1iminary ThoughlS on the Nature of Knowledge and the Definition
and Aims of Education," in Aims and Objectives of Islamic Education. Ed. by S.
MU\Iammad al-Naquib al-Atlas. 29. 35, 39.
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12Hadi Sbarifi. "Ibn Khaldiin's ThoughlS in the Context of the Sociology of
Education," Muslim EducaûoDal Quarterly Vol. D13 ( 1985). 10.
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nature (firrah ) which is the innate predisposition to helieve in and worship GOO."13 Of
course. this kind of knowledge should he symmetric with the foundations of human
firrah. This firrah a1lows the Muslim to appreciate th" twin relationships. namely the

relationship with society as a horizontalline and the vertical relationship with GOO. This
binary point of view contends that knowledge has both divine and social purposes.
According to Qadir. it a1lows a person to live successfully and effectively by
understanding human nature, which in tum. mr "'Jates an individual to implement the
practical merits of knowledge in his society.14 Again the definition of a successfullife is
based on the goal of appreciating Allah. Muslim capacity for knowledge, however. has
to be credited to God. By acknowledging God's intervention. a Muslim is compelled to
utilize knowledge for himself and the community. On the other hand. this view does not

•

mean to confine religious knowledge tCl a narrow sense only. Muslim scholars a1so
recognize human experience as a potential sources of knowledge. IS However. this
source of knowledge should aIso force human beings to acknowledge their status as
individuals. as members of their community. and. Most importantly. as a creation of
Allah.

In addition to the fact that Muslim scholars argued that knowledge. particularly
religious knowledge. is an important instrument for creating a balanced human life, they
a1so applauded the person who sought to attain knowledge. These confessions raised the

13Yasien Mohamed, "Knowledge in Islam and the Crisis in Muslim Education,"
MusHmEdueationalQuarterly Vol. vm 14( 1991 ).15.

14<:. A Qadir. Pbilosopby and Science in the Muslim World (New York :
CroomHelm, 1988).15.

•

15For the recognition of human experience as a source of knowledge consult
Mohammad Sharif Khan's Education. Religion. and the Modem Age (New Delhi :
Ashish Publishing House, 1990). p. 3. sec aIso Qadir. Pbilosopby and Science, S.
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status of the educated religious elite in Muslim society.16 There is nothing more
powerful than knowledge. According to Berkey, "Muslim sensibilities, at least as
refracted through the writings of the educated elite themselves, placed scholars of the
religious and legal sciences at the pinnacle of society and at the vanguard of the forces it
marshaled to defend itself against enemies and to bring order and meaning to its
rnembers." 17Moreover, with a special reference to the Mamlük Sultanate in Cairo,
Berkey illustrates the position of learned men as follows :

•

Given the centraI position of knowledge and learning in Islam, it is not surprising
that education and the educated elite bave figured prominently in many of the mast
important works on the social and cultural history of Islamic societies....The
educated elite. perhaps more than any other segment of the population, bas
received the systematic attention of medievalists...[ who 1bave illuminated the
significant if difficult-to-define role of the ulama (Culami' ) in the social and
politicallife of Islamic cities in different times and places.... On the one band, the
ulama-as those involved in the transmission of religious knowledge-possessed a
self-conscious identity tbat marked them as a distinctive group, and in Mamluk
Cairo tbat identity was as sharply defined as in any other medieval Islamic
society. On the other band. the ulama never constituted an exclusive group. and
the same empbasis on knowledge and its transmission that imparted significaoce
l6See the modem works of Joan Elizabeth Gilbert, The cU/ami' of Medieval
Damascus and the International WorId of Islamic Scholarship (Ph. D. Dissertation.
University of Califomia, Berkeley. 1977 ). The author. with a special reference to
Damascus. remaries tbat the cU/ami> of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries became a
professional class of religious scholars by virtue of religious training and international
connections. They were one of the segments of society who became an inlegrated elite
which provided community leaders. The status of the cU/ama--' during these centuries cao
be seen in their political and social roles. See also Abdul Ghafour Ismail Rozi, The
Social Role of Scholars (cU/ami' ) in Islamic Spain: A Study of Medieval
Biographica1 Dictionaries ( Tarajim ) [Ph. D. Dissertation. Boston University. 1983 l.
In this work, the author focuses on analyzing the scholar class of fuqahi>. He observes
that this class had a multiple role as intellectuals. guardians of society's religious life.
lawyers. and frequently. mercbants and artisans as well. However. he empbasizes the
important status of this class as intermediators betwc:en the tribal elites and the common
people. This status, according to Rozi, is mostly due to their religious and legal activities ;
Perry. The CiviIian Elite; Berkey. The Transmission of Knowledge ; and al-Ibriishï.
Education in Islam, 15-28.
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17T1Je Transmission

of Knowledge, 4.
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to the educated elite also ensured its capacity to absorb. in some Iimited but
meaningful way. large elements of the population from widely different walks of
life. 18
This quote illustrates how learned people not only had great roles in social activities.
but were involved in political pursuits ; apparently. many held imponant posts in the
political arena. Through knowledge the learned people reached a desirable status and had
the potential for domination in society. because they themselves were not strangers
anywhere. contrary to the ignorant people.
Besides the positive social and political implications of being a scholar. the
learned persan also enjoyed a heightened status in the religious field. Referring to the
Prophetic traditions. Muslim scholars seemed to agree on giving the Ulmost sanction to

•

learned men among the common people bath in this present life and the life to come.
Tibiiwi. with particular attention to the next world, quotes the tradition which says Ihat
the position of the learned men in the next world will be closed to the Prophets. 19
However. it should be noted that this refers to those who master religious knowledge.
panicularly divine revelation. On the other band, these scholars did not disallow any
room for those who mastered non-religious sciences; however, these pursuits did not
guarantee nearly as privileged a status as that of religious scholars. According to al-

Ibriishi, learned men are considered as bath modest and noble even though they may be
of humble origin. This is based on how Islam highlights knowledge as a noble reflection
of a pious life.2o By attaining

an excellent and comprehensive understanding of

t8Berkey, The Transmission ofKnowledge. 13-4.
L. Tibiiwi, IsIamic Education: its Tracliûons and Modemizaûon into the
Arab WorldsNsûonal System (New York: Crane, Russak & Co., 1972),72.
19A.

•

2OaJ-1briishi, Education in Islam, 22.
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knowledge, a scholar can also live successfully. His social and economic means are
improved through propagating and transmining bis knowledge.
Given these understandings of knowledge and the roles of scholars in society, the
question of Ibn Jama'ah's views still remain. By comparing Ibn Jarnii'ah's outlook with
the three prominent views of aI-GhazjjJj, aI-Zamüji, and Ibn Khaldün, we can come to
understand Ibn Jamii'ah's contribution to the development of education as bath a concept
and a practice.
It has been mentioned in the previous chapter that Ibn Jarnii'ah's TacIhJcirat al-

Samic dea1s briefly and conventionally with the virtue of knowledge and its master.
Theoretically,lbn Jamii'ah is of the opinion that education is a Iife-long pursuil. He does

•

not depart from the Islamic point of view regarding the importance of acquiring
knowledge as an incumbent duty for every Muslim from an carly Iife.
Briefly,lbn JarnD'ah's premiscs regarding the merit ofknowledge and the respect
of the learned can be eategorized into three aspects : religious, socio-economic, and
political. These three aspects were key practical outlooks for the contemporary medieval
Muslim. Religiously, Ibn Jarnii'ah believes that the acquisition of knowledge is more
important than doing a great dea1 of the optional of religious duties. In addition, he
elaborates how knowledge is something which is necessary and provides beneficial
rewards for one's status. This argument is automatica11y followed by describing how the
religious stalUS of the learned is among the mast bonoured in the eyes of Allah in the
world to come.21 This esteemed position is based on the recognition of the Qur'jjn
wbich revea1s the superiority of one persan over another based primarily on the virtue of
knowledge, and the common idea among Muslims that knowledge is viewed as an

•

211bn Jami'.

Tadbkirat al-5iimic, 6,9, 12-3.
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essential means of faith. 22 His logieal argument is also based on the Prophetie traditions
and the teacbings of previous Muslim scholars as well as the historieal fael~ of the
Islamie intellectual tradition.
The eonservative view of Ibn Jamii'ah above was preeeded by his great
predecessor Imam al-GhazaJi. In general. there was no principal differenee between Ib!!
Jamii'ah and other Muslim scholars including al-Ghazali. al-Zamüji. and Ibn Khaldün
eoneerning the merit of knowledge. Unlike Ibn Jama'ah. al-Ghazali deals
eomprehensively with epistemology in the fust book of bis masterpiece

~yii'

'Ulüm Ill-

Din and in bis Fii~iit al-'UlÜlll. al-Ghazaii also eonsiders knowledge as a means to
attain happiness in this world and the hereafter. However. al-Ghazali emphasizes that
knowledge is not an ultimale goal for every Muslim since it has no meaning without

•

implementation.23 Therefore. knowledge is useless without application.
Unlike Ibn Jamii'ah and al-GhazaJi. al-Zamüji does not eite many Qur'inie verses
and Prophetie traditions; he rather stresses more logical arguments to prove the merit of
knowledge.24 This distinguisbes bis eategorization ofknowledge from al-GhazaJi and Ibn
Jamii·ah. Likewise. al-ZamÜji.

offers similar reasons for the Muslim pursuit of

knowledge in the quest for irnproving oneself and the eommunity. also emphasizes the
relationsbip between knowledge and action. He considers the necessity of reason in
knowledge for building creative thought among bis students. As a result, al-Zamüji
emphasizes the importance of studying philosophy and other logical sciences in his
suggestions for an Islamie educational eurriculum.
22A. Arastell, "Islamie Contributions to Educational Method. "

Tbeory Vol. VU Il ( 1957 ).28.

•

23Asari, The Educaûonal11Jougbt ofal-Ghazali. 58-60.
24Afandi, Metbod of Muslim Leaming.
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In line with Ibn Jamii'ah, Ibn Khaldün also secs the necessity for every Muslim
to seek knowledge that is considered as a critical instrument in acbieving a better Iife.
However, Ibn Khaldün can be considered unique in bis psychological approach to
understanding the role of reflection in producing knowledge. It is this faculty of
reflection which distinguishes human beings from animaIs. Stressing the heterogeneous
nature of intellectual capacity and its relationsbip with knowledge, Ibn Khaldün uses the
bierarchy of human perception to categorize the different levels of social status and
function in human society.2S
Ibn Jamii'ah's section on the religious virtue of knowledge is followed by a
description of its social and political impact. Ibn Jamii'ah believes that knowledge allows
the owner of it to have a better life in bath bis social and political activities. In facto Ibn

•

Jamii'ah places the scholar over the secular ruler.26 This is due to the fact that Muslims
appreciate scholars as noble persans and "teaehing is described as the most noble
profession, the most profitable trade ; its interaction is most effective and is excellence
beyond compare. The authority of the teaeher is obeyed, respect for him is wide spread
and bis subjects are obedienL He rules Iike a prince, he contraIs Iike a minister of state ;
bis decisions are those of a man of might, he is Iike a mighty king. ''7:/ Ibn Jamii'ah aIso
states that by possessing an excellent knowledge, one can achieve recognition from
2SFor information regarding Ibn Kha1düo's views on the different level of human
intelligence sec S. M. Ziauddin Alavi, Muslim EducatioDa1 Tbought in the Middle Ages
( New Delhi : Atlantic Publishers and Distributors, 1988 ), 50. Sec aIso Quraishi,
Aspects of Muslim Education. 124; Aliah Sch1eifer, "Ibn Kha1düo's Theories of
Pen:eption, Logic, and Knowledge," The 1s1amie Quarterly VoL XXXIV 12 ( 1990),
93-8; Malik, DeveJopmeat of Muslim Edllcational Tbought, 70-1; and Sharifi, "Ibn
Khaldüo's Thoughts," 10-1.

•

26Ibn Jami'ah.

Tadbkirat al-Simi', 10.

TIA. S. Tritton, "Muslim Education in the Middle Ages ( circa 600-800 AH. ),"
The Muslim World Vol. 43 ( 1953 ), 86.
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society and be considered as a very useful person. Ibn Jama'ah contends that the scholar
becomes a source of advice and guidance for the other members of the community. Here.
Ibn Jama'ah supports bis ideas by employing an analogy of how a scholar is like stars in
the sky ; as the stars brighten the midnight sky. a learned man can brighten the lives of the
population.28 The scholars were considered to be the repository of the tenets of the
Islamic belief because of their ability to strengthen the believers by the rightness of their
dissemination and attitude. By doing sc. the scholars became the true religious and
spiritual leaders who secured the eommunity through their knowledge and intellectual
ability. This implies that every scholar

should do bis utmost to enlighten his

environment. Together. the rulers and the 'Ulamii' can cooperate. through their own
approaehes. in order to preserve the stability of a community.29 This meaningful position

•

provided the learned with social and politieal mobility giving them great honour in their
community as well as power and influence with secular rulers.
The last aspect of Ibn Jama'ah's eategorization of knowledge is economic. Ibn
Jama'ah argues implicitly that he who bas a comprehensive knowledge and knows how
to use it in an appropriate situation

aebieves a decent standard of living.30 This is

reasonable since bis knowledge. aceording ta Tritton. saved the scholar from being ill

treated.31 Ibn Jama'ah elaborates the notion of economic opportunities more by pointing
out the position ofa scholar.
Tutors. doubtless. enjoyed the wealth and prosperity of the exalted class they
served. An appointment ta a tutorsbip usually ensured a man immediate and
28Ibn Jama'ah. Tadbkiratal-Siimi'. 10.

29Gilbert, 'Ulama-' ofMedieval Damascus. 136.

•

30Ibn Jami'ah. Tadbldrat aI-5iimi'. 10-1.
3tTritton, "Muslim Education," 82.
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considerable material promotion. and the seulement of any pecuniary difficulties
he might have. Hisham bin 'Abd al-Malik, although very miserly. is reported to
have paid a debt of 700 dinars on behalf of aI-Zuhrï who had just been chosen
tutor to Hisham's san. 32
ln addition. Ibn Jama'ah describes the respect the rulers accorded to scholars in
supporting them financially. He recounts the tale ofhow "when al-Imam al-Shafi'i came
to Egypl, he was cordially received by Ibn 'Abd aI-l;Iakam who gave him 1000 dinars.
Three rich friends of Ibn 'Abd aI-l;Iakam initiated him and gave al-Shafi'i 2000 dinars

more."33 Thus. whenever a scholar has a chance to demonstrate his knowledge for the
benefit of his community. he can easily earn revenue. Some of the learned earned
enough to survive on by teaehing. copying manuscripts. and taking part in commercial
enterprises. Likewise. the rapid development of religious institutions in the Muslim world

•

produced better prospects for the learned men in which they generally propagated their
knowledge. Historically. a large number of them enjoyed held positions as judicial
authorities. tutors. and administrative officiais. In addition, many of them were hired by
the founders ta manage the endowments ofthe institutions which affected their economic

lives. For this respect, Gilbert observes that mast rulers appointed the tUlama-' to manage
the endowments of religious buildings. including mosques and colleges. This was
because they relied on the tUlamii' in order to fulfill their religious piety. By doing so.
the relationship between the two lightened. and the tUlamii' were able to increase their
income.34 Through these available institutions. a large number of learned men were
involved in teaehing. studying. writing and publishing numerous scholarly texts.
32Ibn Jamli'ah, Tadbkirat al-Samit. 17 as quoted in Sha1abi. History ofMuslim
Education. 135.
33Ibid.
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34Gilbert, tUlama-' ofMedieval Damascus. 136-7•
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Ibn Jama'ah's res!Ject for knowledge and leaming is evident in his stress on the
necessity of competent men in education. It is from this premise that he introduces a
special section on how students should go about choosing a proper teacher who can
guide them to success. In fact, in Islamic scholarship's tradition, a parameter which wa~
used to measure the success ofa student was his instruclor's character, intellectual quality.
and reputation. More often, it was due to the reputation of his teacher that a sludent built a
successfulcareer.
Based on the above explanations, it can be summed up \hat those scholars agree
that knowledge in Islam. particularly religious knowledge, is an important vehicle for
happiness. For example. aI-raraôï ( d. 950 A.D. ) maintains that knowledge is the
highest good which man cao acquire because it promotes happiness, and happiness is the

•

desire of al1 men.3S These scholars also claim \hat those who master knowledge are able
to occupy high status in the community. However. since Islam does not divorce
knowledge from practice, happiness and high status only occur if such knowledge is
exercised in an adequate manner. As Malik asserts, "Ieaming had no other function than
to be used. while a leamed man who did not put to use his knowledge was a despicable
creature. "36

3SR.

Hammond. The Philosophy of al-Farabi (New York : Hobsor. Press.

1947).35.

•

36MaJik, Development of Muslim Educaûonal Thought, 68. Sec aIso Totah.
Contribution oftbe AnIbs, 90.
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2. The Classification of Knowledge.
There was a difference between the rationalists and the traditionalists in the
Muslim world regarding the classification of knowledge. This resulted from their
perceptions and the ongoing fiourishing of knowledge in their community. The
rationalists' classification of knowledge was mostly infiuellced by an emphasis on
social. philosophical. and educational circumstances. which in tum allowed more
attention to the philosophicai sciences. Consequently. the rationaiists implemented a
classification of knowledge which encompassed mostly sciences. This classification was
ultimately founded on the f1I'lIl belief that man's most significant skill was his capacity
for reason. On the other hand, the traditionaiists strictly based their

views of

knowledge on traditionai Islarnic life and excluded the philosophicai sciences. The

•

purpose of this rigidity was to help man acquire. retain. and strengthen his faith in God.
They regarded revelation as the most significant source of knowledge. Before presenting
Ibn Jamli'ah's and other scholars' classification of knowledge. the following section
demonstrates the different sources of knowledge by which one offers a classification of
knowledge.
One aspect of epistemology is the instrument of knowledge. The various sources
of knowledge can be categorized into at least five kinds. which. in tum. refiect five kinds
of theories in the field of education. The classification ofknowledge by Muslim scholars
into bath religious and non-religious covers all five sources of science : revelation.
intuition. reason. sense-perceptuai experience or experiment, and authorization. Donald
Butler explains the methods by which we can categorize knowledge. He divides
knowledge into three types : a posteriori knowledge which is based upon experience and

•

observation ; experimentai knowledge, which necessitates an implementation of one's

•
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experience to further understand something ; and a priori knowledge of self-evidence
which does not need proof through observation. experienre. or experiment. 37 ln
discussing the level of knowledge. Butler details the functions of the instrument of
knowledge. In empiricism. reason subordinates the sense-perceptual experience the
primary instrument ofknowledge. However. rationalism also inc1udes sense perception
as the secondary instrument after reason. Yet. there are rationalists who combine reason
and authority as instruments of knowledge. such as Aristotle and St.

Thoma.~

Aquinas.

On the other hand. for intuitionism truth is known by insight or immediate awareness.
As for authoritarianism, much knowledge is characterized by the use of an indisputable

authority. And finally. revelation's source of knowledge is God. 38 In line with Butler.
Kneller defines each knowledge by its instrument as follow :

•

•

Revealed Knowledge... may be described as knowledge that God has disclosed to
man. In His omniscience Gad inspired certain men to write down truths that He
revealed to them, so that these truths might be known thereafter by ail mankind.
For Christians and Jews the word of God is contained in the Bible, for Muslim.~
in the Koran. for Hindus in the Bhagavad-Gita and the Upanishads. Because it is
the word of Gad, it is true forever.... Intuitive Knowledge... is knowledge that a
person finds within hirnself is a moment of insight. Insight or intuition is the
sudden eruption into consciousness of an idea or conclusion produced by a long
process of unconscious worIc.... It is knowledge that is proposed, and accepted.
on the strength of the imaginative vision or private experience of the person
proposing it.... It is knowledge that we have picked up from our experience of
others and our experience of ourselves.... It is a knowledge or awareness that we
deepen. broaden, and correct in the course of our experience. Rational
knowledge... is knowledge that we obtain by the exercise of reason alone
unaccompanied by observation of actual states of affairs.... The principles of
rational knowledge may be applied to sense experience. but they are not deduced
from il UnIike the truths of intuitive knowledge, they are valid regardless of our
feelings about them and they are valid universally. [ This kind of knowledge 1is
fundamentally abstraet and formai... [ and 1 deals with logical rational and
impersonal meanings and disregards emotional needs and actual states of
37J. Donald Butler. Four Philosophies and Tbeir Pracûce in Educaûon and
Religion. Third Edition ( New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1968 ), 23-4.
38Butler, Philosophies and Tbeir Pracûce. 24.
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affairs.... Empirical Knowledge... is confumed by the evidence of the senses. By
seeing. hearing. smelling. feeling. and tasting. we fonn our conception of the
world around us... [ It 1 is composed of ideas fonned in accordance with
observed-or sensed-facts.... Scientific hypotheses are tested by observation or by
experiments to find wbich hypotheses accounts most satisfactorily for a certain set
of phenomena. Nevertheless. a hypothesis is never proved or disproved
absolutely.... Authoritative Knowledge. [ The truth of this knowledge is 1
vouched for by authorities in the field. 39
Conceming revelatory knowledge. Kneller emphasizes the singularity of Gad as
the only source of knowledge for truth. However. the other four sources depend
primarily on the ability of humans to gain knowledge through a long process of
imagination. rational exercises. observation. and consultation with severa! authorized
persans. However. religious knowledge dictates the infallibility of revelation and its
mandatory incorporation as an etemal source ofknowledge.

•

The division of knowledge into categories is often found with

Islamic

pbilosophers and theologians. The Qur'8n speaks about two different sources of human
knowledge: revelation and experience. Malik describes how the f!l'St source is reserved
for a precious few. namely the prophets. Experience. however. is accessible to alI. The
evidence of the Qur'an for experience as a source of knowledge was elaborated by Iqbal.
Iqbal says in bis The Reconst1lJction ofReligious Thought in Islam that experience. in
a broad sense. includes interaction with physical and social phenomena wbich includes
bistory. He postulates bistory as a source ofhuman knowledge based on arguments from
the Qur'an.40

On the other band, centuries ago. in the golden age of Islam, which was an
epoch ofintellectual f1ourishing. al-rarlïbi classified knowledge into levels ofpracticality

•

39Qeorge F. KneIIer. Introduction to the Pbilosopby of Education.
Edition (New York: John Wiley and Sons Inc.• 1971 >. 19-22.

4OMalik, DevelopmentofMuslim Educational Thought, 44.
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and theory. Practical knowledge encompassed daily activities. whereas theory helped the
soul to attain perfection.41 However. al-Fâraôi claimed that knowledge provided by
revelation was insufficient without the assistance of reason. This view is understandable
since he subordinates philosophy to religion. as anested by Ashraf. "al-r-ar'.ibi gocs a step
further and openly asserts that philosophy is prior to religion in time. religion is an
imitation of philosophy."42
Beyond the theoretical and practicallevels of knowledge of al-Fiîr;Wi. a1-Ghazilli
hypothesizes that there are three levels of knowledge : common-sense knowledge.
scientific knowledge. and intuitive knowledge. For scientific knowledge. al-Ghazali
implements various concepts. including how stimulation is produced in searching for
knowledge. the application of scientific arts and their advancement.43 However. al·

•

Ghazali emphasizes the superiority of revelation as a source of knowledge over sensual
perception and intellectual reason. In another place. al-Ghazali also emphasizes
knowledge based on direct experience and through religious devotion as underpinnings
for Sufism. From various religious practices. a Sufi cao gain knowledge of Gad. This
latter source of knowledge is also founded in Ibn Bajah's concept of knowledge besides
bis restriction on knowledge based on physical proof. Based on this explanation.
Hossain classifies knowledge into cilm aJ-yaqin

( knowledge gained by inference J.

41S. M. Hossain. "A Plea for a Modem Islamic University: Resolution of The
Dichotomy... in Aims and Objectives of Is1amic Education. Ed. by S. Mu1;Jammad alNaquib al-Attas. 95.

•

42Syed Ali Ashraf. New Horizons in Muslim Education. Wim a foreword by
Seyyed Hossein Nasr ( Cambridge: Hodder and Stoughton. 1986 J. 31.
43Nakosten.1s1amic Origins of Western Education. 41.
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tain a/-yaqïn (lcnowledge gained by perception), and 1)aqq a/-yaqïn ( Icnowledge

gained by personal experience or intuition ).44
ln spite of the popularity of these authors' classifications. Muslim scholars also
sketch

other versions of the classifications of sciences. These categorizations are

considered key to developing the curriculum of studies. From the lslamic perspective,
revealed Icnowledge is believed to be infallible and etemal. The lWo main sources, the
Qur'lin and the Sunnah of the Prophet, provide knowledge which cannot be doubted.

This perspective is also applied to the Sharitah. considered indispensable to living
prosperously in this world and the world to come. Besides Shan"tah. there is also
spiritual Icnowledge which is obtained through a long. continued practice of piety and
righteousness which Muslims call a/-tilm a/-liidunï. 45 To obtaln such knowledge, one

•

needs to continually devote himself religiously

and follow ail religious teachings.

Besides revealed knowledge. there is unrevealed knowledge or scientific knowledge. This
knowledge is acquired through experience. observation. and research. According to

Qadir. unrevealed Icnowledge. "is discursive and is obtained through deductive or
inductive reasoning or bath. It is problematic. transitory, and changing. Had scientific
knowledge been certain and perfect like the revealed knowledge, there would have
been no progress in human knowledge and no new adjustment to the changing
conditions of life."46 Scientific knowledge can supplement a person's capacity to
understand revelation and how to apply God's message in daily life. According to
al-Atlas classifying knowledge into revealed knowledge and worldly knowledge

44Hossain. " A Plea for a Modem ls1amic University. "94-5.

•

4SQadir. Philosophy and Science. 10•
46lbid. Il.
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( scientific sciences ) is a procedure by which a possessor of knowlcdgc can excel
hirnself.47
The attempts to c1assify knowledge in Islam began as early
A.H. ( the ninth century A.D.).

Arnong Muslim scholars

a.~

the third century

concerned with this

classification is aI-Kindi ( d. 870 A.D. ). As a Muslim Aristotelian philosopher. al·
Kindi based his division on Aristotle's division of sciences. He divides knowledge into
theoretical. practical. and productive. and adds lslamic disciplines to ancient sciences Iike
physical ana metaphysical sciences.48 However. while it attraeted the attention of Muslim
scholars. this classification did not stop them from formulating other types of
classification. The first Muslim scholar and philosopher who provided a systematic.
detai1ed classification of knowledge. thus laying down the foundations of knowledge.

•

was aI-Fariibi. Whi1e adopting an Aristotelian perspective and following the footsteps
of aI-Kindi. aI-Fariibi

classifies knowledge into five groups. His classification of

knowled3e is found in his book, 1J)$a-' al-<Ulüm (The Enumeration of the Sciences) ;
his classification. which influenced many later Muslim scholars. earned aI-raraDi the
title of

second teacher (al-Mu<a1lim al-Thani ) after Aristotle.49 His classification of

knowledge cao be summarized as the sciences of language and its branches; the logical
science and its branches ; the propaedentic sciences and their branches; the natural and
metaphysical sciences and their branches, the sciences of society which include

47a1-Attas, "Preljminary Thoughts on the Nature of Knowledge." 32.

•

48Seyyed Hossein Nase. Science and Civilization in Islam (CambridgeMassachusetts: Harvard University Press. 1968 ). 60.
49Ibid. 47.
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jurisprudence and theology.SO Most philosophers and educationists adopted al-Faraoi's
classification with occasional additions of their IJwn. For example. Fakhr al-Din al-Razï
( d. 1210 A. D.) in his Jamie a/-eUlüm classifies knowledge in a very similar fashion
to al-raraoi. However. al-Razï's scape oftraditional knowledge also includes comparative
religion. inheritance. Qur'anic commentary. and reading of the Qur'iin and the
traditions. sl These branches of traditional knowledge were not elaborated in 1J;J$ii' a/eUlüm of a1-raraoi whose main inten:..'t lay in ancient sciences which had become some
of the major fields of research in the Maslim empire particularly after the tirne of the
Arabic translation of Greek philosophy and science.
Interestingly. these classifications deliberately seem to ignore Islamic disciplines
as major sciences. Most of these works offer the philosophical sciences as the highest

•

level of classification. Likewise. it is characteristic in the intellectual arena that one
scholar explores other works responding to previous works. a1-GhazaIï and Ibn Khaldün
describe and rank the IsIamic sciences in their classifications; while a1-GhazaIï introduces
and emphasizes the importance of mystical science as the most important science. Ibn
Khaldün puts special emphasis on bistorical and sociological sciences. These theses are
iIIustrated in a1-GhaziiIi's masterpiece. 1J;Jyii' eUlüm a/-Din, and in FatiJ)iit a/-eUlüm, as
weil as in Ibn Khaldün's monumental work, a/-Muqaddimah. How..., ;r, their ideas are
presented in comparison with Ibn Jamaeah's.

SOf'or a detailed description see Anees and Athar. "Educational Thought in
Islam," 67-8. and Nase. Science and Civilization. 60-2 aIso bis book Islamic Science:
An Wustrated Study (London: World of Festival Publishing Co. Ltd.. 1976).
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SIFor a dctailed description of a1-Rizi's classification of sciences see bis Jamie a/eUlam. Vol. 1 (Tebran: Ac""m-i Mihr. n.d ). 651. as quoted in Hossain. "A PIca for
Modcm lslamic University. " 96-7.
.
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While lauding Imam al-Shafici specifically in a
classification of knowledge. in bis Tadhkirat

general

account of his

al-Siïmi c• Ibn Jamlicah's system of

classification. to a srnall degree. is also tied with al-Ghazali's system. However. as
mentioned earlier. Ibn Jamlicah's approach is more conventional !han comprehensive and
elegant Moreover. bis striet traditional adherence to Islam influences his perception
of knowledge and ilS classification. Ibn Jamlicah divides knowledge into two main
broad areas : shar'i (religious) and ghair shar'i

(non-religious) sciences.52

Furthermore. he further divides these IWO classifications into sub-divisions. ln term.~ of
religious science. Ibn Jamiicah follows al-Ghazali and employs three

categorie.~:

farçl

Cayn (obligatory) sciences wbich are an obligation for every Muslim individual. farçl
ldfàyah (optional) sciences wbich are obligatory only until a sufficient number of

•

Musllms perform them in the context of social need. and nafl ( supplementary ) sciences
wbich are striet1y voluntary as supplementals to farçl ldfàyah.53 His categorization of
sciences ioto the areas of farçl Cayn. farçl ldfàyah. or nafl

is reflected in his

suggestions for a religious curriculum of studies. On the other band. following his
predeeessors ( Abü l;Ianifah. Abü Yüsuf. and Mubammad Ibn l;Iasan al-Shaibiini). alzamüji classifies knowledge into fart}. Cayn (compulsory) and fart}.ldfàyah (optional )
sciences. cIlm al-tawJ.üd (theology). jurisprudence. and lslamic elbics are among the
compulsory subjeclS. Optional sciences include topics Iike medicine and astronomy. 54
al-zamüji contends that the Qur'iin and the Prophetic traditions are critical in fart}. Cayn

S2zayCür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa cIlm al-Nals. 300.
S3Khan,

•

"Muslim Theories of EdUcatiOD." 428.

S4aJ-zamüJÏ. Taclim al-Mutacallim, S. Quoted in Khan. "Muslim Theories of
Education," 4rJ-8.
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obligations.55 Only after understanding these two main sources of Islam can one grasp
the broad meaning of Islam as cao be seen from his curriculum.
On the other hand, a1-Ghazali's presentation of classification of knowledge is
more comprehensive. Styling himself as a Muslim theologian, a Sufi, and a Philosopher,
a1-Ghaza1i dedieated himself completely to systematizing Islamic knowledge from which
his educational curriculum is derived. Unlike Ibn Jama'ah, theoretically, al-Ghazali
formulates a detail classification by dividing knowledge into two main broad branches :

'Dm al-Mu'iimalah (practical sciences) and 'Dm al-MuJeashafah (spiritual sciences ).
The latter, which addresses transcendental mysteries such as the meaning of prophecy,
the Day of Resurrection, angelic beings, God's attributes, etc., is only accessible to
prophets and those close to God. For this reason, al-Ghazali does not elaborate on 'Dm

•

al-Mulcashafah in his lflyii' 'Ulüm al-Din. However, he does elaborate on 'Ilm alMu'iimaJah by dividing it into three categories. The first is further subdivided into farr)
'ayn and farr) kifiiyah. The farr) 'ayn variety stipulates that there is a personal
prerequisite of knowledge for everyone. The second, fart}. kifiiyah, is a variety of
knowledge needed for the maintenance of society, such as engineering and medicine.
The second eategory incorporates 'Ulüm al-Shari'ah (religious sciences), including

jurisprudence and Arabic language and al-'Ulüm ghair al-Sbaz<iyyah or al-'Ulüm al-

'Aqliyyah (non-religious sciences or intellectual sciences), which includes
philosophy. The third category examines non-religious sciences by dividing them into
two subcategories : praiseworthy and blameworthy. Praiseworthy sciences, according to
al-Ghazali, include mcdicine and arithmetic, whereas astrology and magic are included in
the blameworthy categories. S6 In spite of this system, he also divides knowledge into

•

SSal-Z8miijï, Ta'ünJ al-Mutacal1im, 35.
S6Ashraf,

New Horizans. 32-3.
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four main branches based on bis investigation of the conventional teaching practice of his
lime. The four branches are: scholastic theology (ka/am ). pbilosophy. Isma'ïIism

(al-Biipniyah ). and Sufism. Each branch has its own arguments in order to vindicate
its own importance. s7 A1though farniliar with the traditional Aristotelian system.~. aIGhazali revolutionized the categorization of knowledge by introducing an extemal
criterion for understanding the role of morality in the acquisition of knowledge.
Furthermore. he "does so against the broad background of the whole complex of sciences
wbich he describes, noting the religious values of its branches and classifying them into
juristic categories."S8 Due to a1-GhazaIi's extensive classification of knowledge and his
comprehensive works on education, 'fibliwi considers bim as a great thinker and
educationist who

•

left a complete and rich guide for later Muslim Iiterature on

education.S9 However, we should remember that bis position as a jurist and a Sufi
influenced bis approach wbile systematizing

knowledge. He considers spiritual

knowledge as the bighest available form of knowledge. a method wbich combines
intuition and persistent religious worsbip. This emphasis on spiritual knowledge is a
reflection ofbis religious experience and is mostly applicable to Sufism.
Compare to Ibn Khaldün's classification of knowledge. Ibn Jarnli'ah's system of
classification of knowledge into religious and non-religious sciences is less
comprehensive since Ibn Khaldün presented a classification wbich was completed
with its branch in accordance with its source. Ibn Khaldün classifies knowledge into two

S1For a detailed study see Asari. The Educational Tbought oFal-Gbazili. 62-3.
s8Avner Giladi. "Islarnic Educational Theories in the Middle Ages: Sorne
Methodological Notes with Special Reference to a1-Ghazlili," BRISMES Vol. XIV /1

( 1987).7.

•

S9A. L. 'fibIwi. "Pbilosophy of Muslim Education," The Islamic QuanerJy Vol.
IV /1 ( 1957 ). 86.
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major kinds : naqliyyah (transmitted and traditional sciences ) and 'aqliyyah
( philosophical and inlelleclual sciences).
transmilted from Gad, while the 'aqliyyah

The naqliyyah

variety of sciences is

can be grasped by the inlelleclual ability of

human beings. Sharifi describes Ibn Khaldün's approach as follows :

I. Comprises philosophical and inlelleclual sciences which can be learned and
investigated by man through his innate and nalura! ability of thinking. This kind
of science is invenled, acquired. refmed. and developed by virtue of man's rational
capacity. n. Comprises traditional sciences which are nol the oulcome of man's
ability of thinking. for they are reveaied knowledge.6O
These Iwo sciences are elaborated on by Ibn Khaidün with the various affiliated
branches. In the naqliyyah sciences. Ibn Kha1dün includes Qur'iinic sludies. Prophetic
traditions. principles of jurisprudence, jurisprudence. speculative theology, Sufism,

•

and the science of dream interpretation. Ibn Kha1dün aiso considers Arabic philology

( grammar. lexicography, syntax. style. and rheloric ) as auxiliary and instrumentai
sciences of the naqliyyah variety. On the other band. the 'aqliyyah sciences comprise
logic, physics encompassing medicine and agriculture, mathematicai sciences including
geometry. arithmetic. music. astronomy. and astrology. Metaphysical sciences of the

'aqliyyah

kind include sorcery. philosophy. and the science of aichemy.61 This

classification is quite in line with Shah Wali Allah's ( d. 1176 A. H. 1 1762 A. D )
division of sciences: al-'u/ÜJD al-'arabiyyah (Arabic linguistic sciences ). al-'u1ÜJD al-

s1Jar<iyyah (religious or legal sciences ). al-'u1üm al-tûJcamiyyah (philosophical or
theosophical sciences). and al-'u1ÜJD al-muQaçIarah (applied sciences ).62
6OSharifi, "Ibn Kha1düo's Thoughts." 13.
6IIbid.. 14.

•

62for a detailed information about Shah Walï Allah's Theory of Knowledge see
Hafiz A. Ghaffar Khan. "Shah Walï Allah : On the Nature. Origin. Definition. and
Classification of Knowledge," Journal oflsIdWic Stuclies Vol. m 12 ( 1992) : 203-13.
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Building up the faith of Muslims is an imponant aspect of Ibn Jama'ah's
educational program. Since Ibn Jama'ah neeessitated bodily exercise and relaxation for
the learners. it can be deduced that he included in his curriculum physical activities inside
and outside the institution as an integral pan of the educational program. This program is
refleeted in his special attention to the learner's attitude loward him.o;elf.63 However. hc
classifies the curriculum in the following sequence : Qur'anic studies. the study of
Prophetic traditions. principles of theology. principles of fiqh. the particular school of
fiqh. legal differences among the jurists. Arabic grarnrnar. and dialeetics. 64 On the other

band. a1-Zarnüji. does not negleet the merit ofstudying religious sciences in implementing
the regulations of God's word in this world. emphasizes the primary role of theology.6S
followed by jurisprudence. in bis curriculum.66 Both subjeets are considered as basic

•

needs to every Muslim.

After these sciences. a1-Zarnüjï Iists Arabic grammar.

calligraphy. and dialectics in order of importance.67 As a matter of facto he does not
elaborate on the neeessity of these additional subjeets. Arabic is bighlighted as a needed
tool to study Islam comprehensively. particularly the Qur'an and Prophetic traditions.
Yet, Ibn Khaldüo. affJmlS that "knowledge comes only from Allah. the Strong.
the Wise."68 relies on the Qur'an and the Sunnah as primary sources wbich are refleeted
63Ibn Jamicah. Tadhkirat al-5amic• 80.
64See Makdisi. The Rise of Colleges. 80; Tritton. Materials on Muslim
Education. 132; and Khan. "Muslim Theories ofEducation." 430.

65Khan, "Muslim Theories of Education." 430.

66Theod0ra M. Abel and G. E. Von Grunebaum, "A Contribution of a Medieval
Arab Scholar to the Problem of Learning," Journal of Personality Vol. XV Il ( 1946 >.

61.
67Khan, "Muslim Theories of Education." 430.

•

68Rosentha1, The Muqaddima h DI. 481 as quoted in Schleifer. "Ibn Khaldüo's
Tbeories ofPerception." 93.

•
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in bis sequence ofeducational program. His sequence ofeducational program is similar ta
Ibn Jamiicah. As Khan observes. Ibn Khaldün. "referring to the branches of religious
education in order of precedence. gives fICSt place to Qur'anology. wbich is followed by
l;Iacüth. principles of Fiqh, Fiqh (jurisprudence). scholastic theology (kaliim ). and

Arabie literature. "69
From these descriptions, Ibn Jamii'ah. al-zamüji. and Ibn Khaldün, principally
design their curriculum in a logical sequence from the simplest topics to the most difficult
and detailed.7o Influencing factors in this ranking include the students' capacity as well
as the integral importance of the subjects al band.71 Base<! on the assumption. Ibn
Jamiicah realized the psychological aspects of students for the successful of an

educational program including the readiness of the students. their interest, and their

•

motivation to leam. In order to avoid the confusion of the students,Ibn Jamicah arranged
bis educational program for oo1y one subject of study al a time. He emphasized the vital
role of leaming in this process by stating that pupil must grasp the subject al banci before
moving to the next. However. in exceptional cases. Ibn Jamicah did make allowances
for students displaying an ability for studying more !han one subject al a time. 72 This
feature of Islamic educational program accorded with the psychological state of the
leamer in order to lead him to follow and to grasp the lesson presente<! by bis teaeher. As
an educationist, he endeavored to stress the effectiveness and tlexibility of a leaming
and teaehing process. His suggeste<! curriculum stresses the importance of religious

69Khan. "Muslim Theories of EducatiOD," 430.

70Jbid

•

71Jbn Jamicah.

Tadhtirat al-5imic• 55. 57. 113.

72Jbid. 57. 116-7.
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teaching in Islamic education. However. it should be noted that his educational program
was meant for higher levels and not the elementary stage.
As far as Ibn Jamli'ah's curriculum is concemed. non-religious sciences are
presented as minor subjects. Ibn Jamli'ah divides non-religious sciences into threc
categories : mubiil)

(permissible). makrüh (disliked). and (IarJm (forbidden)

sciences.73 However. he does not clearly determine which sciences belong to these

three categories. However. it may be understood from MU'id Khan's assertion that Ibn
Jama'ah, presumably slotted sorcery, astrology, philosophy, and ail that was likely to
stimulate doubt in the minds of the believers as forbidden sciences. In addition, we can
infer that he relegated every non-Islamic science as non-religious. These would include
ail sciences whose fundamental principles are not the Qur'an and the Prophetic traditions.

•

Building on this consideration, Ibn Jamli'ah recognized different instruments of human
knowledge besides the IWo chief ones !hat is the Qur'an and Prophetic traditions. Since
he promoted the learning and teaching process as a means of transmitting knowledge
which was mostly demonstrated through the transfer from teachers to students, Ibn
Jama'ah considered the use of authoritative works avaiJable as

instruments of

knowledge. He often advised students to use books as an inœllectual resource. 74 With
special reference to non-religious sciences, Ibn Jama'ah acknowledged the importance of
intellect, experience, and sensual perceptions regarding the accumulation of knowledge.

In summary, the central feature of Ibn Jama'ah's ideas of knowledge is the priority in
using the Qur'in and Prophetic traditions as the two main sources of pedagogy, and the
motivation to study ail knowledge stemming from these IWo sources.

73Khan, "Muslim Theories of Education," 428.

•

74Shalabi, History of Muslim EdueatiOD,
Transmission ofKDowlcdge, 24, 26.

IlS. See also Berkey, The

•
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Based on the above discussion, it can be deduced that these scholars share a
similar methodology of dividing knowledge into religious and non-religious sciences.
However, the sub-divisions of these two main categories vary from scholar to scholar,
which. according to Makdisi mostly depended on the biographical experiences of
professors either as former students or during their careers as professors. Moreover,
Makdisi argues that these discrepancies were "in part due to the fact that the founder of an
institution of learning had freedom of choice in the organization of his foundation.
including the choice of courses taught."7S In the case of the 'Ulamii'. the bulk of
cuJama"sponsored institutions relied on religious sciences in their curriculum. According
to Stanton. their own beliefs ( cUlamii' ) took root in religious conservatism and a
fundamental faith in revelation as the core of ail knowledge. Following the rejection

•

of Greek-inspired philosophic movement-particularly after the lime of aI-Ghazalï-the
curriculum in mosques--colleges and madrasahs pattemed itself after the study of
the Jiimi c•76 As a result, the religious sciences were given particular attention while
secular topies were often ignored, particularly in the view of Ibn Jamacah. This bas led
Dodge to assert that the curriculum at that lime "was devoted to studies explaining the
revelation of the Qur'in and their application to every day life. "77 This was in tum,
necessary for becoming a pious Muslim.

Likewise, anything beyond the realm of

Islamic sciences was considered superfluous and dangerous. Therefore, the Islamic
educational curriculum had to rely mainly on religious sciences.78 The religious sciences

7SMakdisi, The Rise of CoHeges, 80.
76Stanton, Higber Le~:niDg iD Islam, 42.

'71])odge, Muslim EducatiOIJ, 30.

•

1SEthe1 W. Pulney, "Moslem Philosophy of Education," The Moslem World

Vol. VI ( 1916 ), 190.
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became the criteria by wbich other sciences were evaluated when establishing an
educationaJcurriculum.

B. The Methodology of Leaming and Teaching.
The present section discusses one of the most important factors in Islamic
education : the learning and teacbing process. This process is addressed in a two-fold
manner: transmitting knowledge and receiving it However, this section is preceded by
a brief conunentary on Ibn Jama:'ah's theoretical aspects of education from which his
methodology ofinstruction is derived.

•

Ibn Jama:eah. representing Muslim traditionalists. in the widest sense, equates
education with good manners. proper behaviour. and adequate methods of leaming and
teaching.79 In this context,Ibn Jama:'ah strongly emphasizes the importance of these three
elements in bis educational thought wbich have to be reflected in the practical activities.
The essence of these components is reflected in bis Tadhlcirara/-Siimi' ; this text contains

separate chapters addressing etiquette in an attempt to provide guidelines for both
instructor and pupil. Likewise. the educational goal includes imparting moral values and
improving both individual and social behaviour. For Ibn Jama:'ah. all factors of education
have to be organized in order to attain the main aim of education wbich is "drawing
people nearer to God and [ ... 1spreading and reviving divine law. "80 Il cao be inferred

791bn Jama:'ah, Tadhlcirat a/-Siimi'. If as quoted in Rosenthal. Knowledge

•

Triumpbant. 296.
8OJbid.. 47.

•
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that Ibn Jama'ah strongly advocated a combination of education and ethics. This moral

dimension of education blends well with Islam's emphasis on religious sciences. 81
Furthermore. Ibn Jama'ah's religious motives are apparent in his systemization of
education in that he stresses that a pupil should be devoid of worldly interests. Ibn
Jama'ah contends that anyone involved in the leaming and teaching process should be
motivated by Gad aJonc. 82
On the other hand, aJ-Ghaza1i. while presenting similar ideas of how the chief

aim of education is to achieve right conducl, believes that the aims of education are
related to the fundamental "principle of theologicaJ and practicaJ teachings of Islam,
proper performance of religious duties. and avoidance of things prohibited."83 With a

•

c1ear descriptive quaJity. he divides the objectives ofeducation according ta the levels of
religious and non-religious subjects. He claims that religious subjects. such as tafsir.
1)adith. and /iqh. should not be leamed only for scholarly purposes. Non-religious

subjects are permitted for study if they serve the sccurity of the community.84 This
implies that aJ-GhazaIi subordinated sccular aims to religious ODes. However. aJ-Ghaza1i
does make aIIowances for religious scholars excelling politically and socially as a result
of their duties ; he does qualify this view by stating that one's motives should be sacred
and not worldly.

Bin Mobamad Zain. "MaIaysian Experience in IsIamization of
Sciences." Muslim Edueational Quarter!y Vol. VIn 12 ( 1991 ). 17.
81Shaharir

Il2Jbn Jama'ah, Tadhlciratal-5ami'. 13.
83Asari. The Edueational Tbought ofal-Ghazaü.

•

121.

84aI-Ghaz ji)i, FitiIJat al-'Uliim, 9. 15. Sec aIso Asari, The Edueational Tbought
ofal-Gbazali, 12 I.
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Following the ideas of Abü l;Ianifah, al-Zamüji, likewise, regards knowledge
( education) as a means to achieve taqwii ( pious or right conduct ) in a comprehensivc
manner. 8S By examining al-Zamüji's commentary on the motives of education, we can
find a few discrepancies with Ibn Jamii'ah's text. As Khan states, Muslim educational
theories strove to "understand the relation of man with God as revealed in the Holy
Qur'iin."86 Khan, however. does make note of a slight difference between al-Zamüji and
Ibn Jamii'ah. While al-Zamüjï highlights the motivation of proper conduct,87 Ibn
Jamii'ah emphasizes education as a means of reviving and spreading the word of God. 88
Furthermore. Khan theorizes that al-Zamüji is more amenable to the role of reason in
education. This conclusion does not mean that Tadhkirat al-5iimi< does not recognize the
importance ofintellectual powerin acquiring knowledge.

•

In addition to al-Zamüjï and Ibn Jamii'ah. Ibn Khaldün

also provided a

significant contribution to the development ofIslamic education. While dividing the aims
of education into two kinds, that is, to promote c1ear thinking and to produce a useful
man of the world,89 Ibn Kha1dün uses social and historica1 approaches to define
education as a product of society. He reveals educational dimensions in every aspect of
sociallife. As a result of this comprehensive perspective. Ibn Kha1dün equares individual
and collective philosophy with the phenomenon ofeducation. After dividing society into
two components ( traditional and secular ), Ibn Kha1dün contends tha! education is a
8Sal-Zamüjï. Ta<Jiln al-Muta<aIJjm, 3. Quoted in Khan. "Muslim Theories of
Education," 421.
86Khan, "Muslim Theories ofEducatioD," 421.

S7Jbid.

•

llSJbid.. 425.
89Ma1ik, DevelopmentofMusUm Edueational Thougbt, 71.
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secular product of a series of intricate factors in society wbilc philosophy is more holistic
and

comprehensive.90 Not only does Ibn Khaldün's agenda for the educational

curriculum differ, the great Muslim sociologist also sees educational characteristics from
a variety ofperspectives: social. cultural. economic. political. and moral.
Having discussed the theoretical aspects of why an educational curriculum is
implemented and what its potential implications are. we can now address the practical
steps of an educational program. A successful curriculum requires a specifie sequence of
three major stages. Firstly, the appropriate subjects need to be determined and these

subjects have to be ranked in accordance with the goals of the program of education.
Secondly. the curriculum needs to use a methodology wbich reflects its objectives.
Lastly. the stage of evaluating the teacbing process is necessary if the instructor is to be

•

able to assess the success of bis curriculum. However. in the evaluation. we should also
consider sorne factors that occur while the process of learning and teaehing takes place.
For it is not my concem to dea1 with the whole process in !bis thesis. This section will
rather focus on one of the major aspects of education only. namely the techniques of
leaming and teaching wbich Ibn Jama'ah bas discussed systematically.
ln bis approach

ta the techniques of leaming and teaching. Ibn Jama'ah considers

severa! important factors which influence the effectiveness and the success of the process.
He pays more attention to the leligious and psychologica1 dimensions of the students and
teaehers ; furthennore. the methodology of education should consider the needs.
interests. aptitude and inclination of the pupils. Most of ail. the rnethodology should aIlow
for the mast intellectual process p05S1ble for the pupil. Likewise. it should give a chance

•

9OSharifi. "ion JCba1dün's Thoughts." 20.
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for the progress of the intellectual power of

student~.'J'

Ibn Jama'ah introduces his

methodology by indicating the values of leaming and teacning activities. especially from
a religious perspective. Appreciating the merit of proper religious motives. the teacher
should arrange ms curriculum to reflect the methodology at hand. 92 Ibn Jama'ah also
calls attention to the stability of the relationship between the teacher and the studenl.
Instability will only binder the process of leaming. As Quraishi says.

•

Ibn Jamacah systematically 1'1~rated the rnethods wbich are used in leaming and
teaching bath for students and teachers. The delivery of a lesson for a Muslim
teacher was as sanctimonious as the performance of religious rite. and. therefore.
he prepared for it very scrupulously. Before going to a c1ass. there are sorne
activities wbich should be done by a teacher in order to maintain his dignity of
ciIm. and to indicate the sacredness and holiness of the job he works for9 3.... The
teacher was forbidden to give lessons when he was ( not emotionally weil enough
or was not able to avoid unbalanced emotion ) hungry. and thirsty. angry. sad or
weary. nor were the lessons to be delivered when it was excessively hot or cold
( in a certain condition ). It was feared !bat under such conditions the work would
not be done weil and incorrect information might be given to the pupils.94
Conceming preparation before c1ass. al-Ghazali had earlier presented a similar interesl.
He argues that this preparation is important to developing the lesson in advance9S so as
to allow the teacher to assess the ability of bis students conceming the previous lesson
and to find the relation of the new subject with knowledge already possessed by his
pupils. Ibn Jamacah adc:.~ to this idea by including the need tli perform one's rcligious

91 Alavi. Muslim EdueationaJ Thougbt, 72-3.
92Ashraf. New Horizons, 82.

93Ibn Jamacah. Tadbldrat aJ-5iimic• 31 as quoted in Quraishi. Aspects ofMuslim
Education, 49.
94Ibid.. 33 as quoted in Quraishi. Ibid.. 50.

•

9SAlavi. Muslin EducationaJ Thougbt, 47. Sec also Khan. Education, Religion,
and the Modem Age, 74.

•
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duties prior to the class. as Berkey asserts, "a scholar must cleanse himself of ritual
impurities and wickedness ; only in this way would he achieve the glorification of
knowlcdge and the veneration of the holy law."96 Berkey contends that these spiritual
rites are characteristic of knowledge transmission in medieval Islam. Discussing and
understanding motive in educational activities has been already stated in previous pages
and does not need repetition here. In this respect, Ibn Jama'ah, also discusses atlength
the effects of the institutional atmosphere on education. These effects not only include
extemal environments like weather and the location of the institution. but also the
relationship between students and tcachers.
The methodology of tcaching, specifically the style of lecture. in the middle ages
is described by Nakosteen•

•

The following methods of instruction prevailed in "medieval" Wam, though
adaptations were made to mect the needs ofdifferent leveIs ofinstruction: Formai
delivery oflecture with the lecturer squatting on a platform against a pillar and one
or two circles ( a circle within a circle ) of students seated before him, was the
prevailing method in higher levels ofinstruction. The teaeher read from a prepared
manuscript or from a text, explaining the material. and allowed questions and
discussion to follow the lecture. Students were encouraged to question the
teaeher's statements and even to differ with him provided they brought evidence to
support their position.... Students look complete notes on cach lecture. for the
lecture had 10 substitute for a text which was. for lack of printiJ:g. scarce.97

96lbn Jama:'ah. Tadhkiratal-Sami'. 30-1. Quoted in Berkey. The Transmission of
Knowledge, S5-6.

•

9'Nakosten. IsJamic Origins of Western Education. 57-8. See also Totah,
Contribuûon of the Arabs, 58-9. In another version. al-'Abdari as quoted by Totah.
gives systematic steps which are generally adopted by a teaeher in his lecture as follow :
1. The lecture is to begin by the formula, la tJ;Jwla wa la quwwata, ete ( there is no power
and no might save in Gad). 2. He is to pray to the Almighty against slips of the tongue.
3. Then he is ta present his material. 4. He should give reference ta the wotk of other
scholars. S. He should state bis )lioposition and support il. 6. It is )lioper ta give the
listener an apportunity to discuss. 7. Under no cimunstaDces is he ta lose bis poise when
heing heckled. Totah. ibid.. 60.
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Ibn Jama'ah fol1ows this basic method with several variations and additions which arc
descriOOd in this section. The method of teaching is very important for Ibn Jama'ah.
evident in his strict guidelines. He encourages the teacher to adopt suitable techniques
which are relevant to the teaching materials and the students' ability. As for the latter. Ibn
Jama'ah emphasizes that a teacher should "speak according to their students' ability."98ln
the leaming and teaching process. this consideration is important in order to build a bettcr
understanding in the students' minds OOcause the teacher can communicatc his
knowledge and keep the attention of his students. After improving the students' capacity
to understand more advanced problems. through presenting knowledge at a suitable level
of the students' age. cognition and comprehension. the teaeher cao adjust his methodology
and subject matter to a higher level. His statement quotated above also implies that Ibn

•

Jama'ah considered the language level of students to 00 very important in the instructional
process. Because language level is a basic element in education. this means that it affccL~
the cognitive domain of students.
In a separate section. Ibn Jama'ah elaborates his ideas regarding the role of the

leamer in the strategy of teaehing. From a psychological point of view. Ibn Jama'ah states
that the students' ability and convenience influence the success of c1ass activities. In
order to create a decent leaming environment and avoid incomprehension and an
inconvenient attitude within students' mimis. Ibn Jama'ah encourages a teaeher to find
out the oost and easiest way and to start his lesson from simple to difficult.99 Such
approach which take into consideration the level compatible with the students' thinking.
understanding. and language maturity and avoids using complicated explanations and

•

98Ibn Jamli'ah, Tadhkirat a/-Simi<. 52. Quoted in Quraishi. Aspects of Muslim
Education, 99. Sec a1so, Baloch's section on Tadhkirat a/-Simi<. 30. in Great Booles of
IsIamic Civilization.
99Ibid.
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difficult concepts. Ibn Jamli'ah believes that the goal of the inslIUctional program can be
effectively and efficiently attained. This idea was more elaborately expressed by Ibn
Khaldün ; his approach corresponds to the Gestalt theory of psychology which divides
a lesson gradually into at leasl three different sleps with different purposes which he
considers 10 be the best method of inslIUction as observed by Malik :
A subject should be studied by stages, at least three in number. The fust stage in
a particular subject should deal only with important issues and general
explanations. The purpose of this fust stage is to expose the student to the whole
field. Having thus obtained a general outline. the time comes for the student to
take the second course ( or stage ) in the sarne subject. This time the inslIUctions
are at a higher leveI. Mere generalities are avoided. issues are discussed in greater
detail and depth. and differences in interpretation or opinion are taken fully into
account. The third time around. the student shouid be guided to achieve mastery
of the subject. Nothing is to be omitted. aIl obscurities and matters ofcontroversy
are treated exhaustively ; little remains unexplained. loo

•

In addition. Ibn Jamli'ah believes that blessing and rewarding competent learning

is one of the key motivations for the student lOI Ibn Jamli'ah aIso applauds the students
who come earlier to class t:> start reading the lesson's text StilI in a psychological
approach. Ibn Jamli'ah also argues that individual attention to students is necessary in
the learning process. 102 A teaeher can explore and examine the mental and intellectual
development of his students. particularly for any shy and awkward student Often
teaehers can do great work through such attention. The crux of this approach is
understanding and working with the recipient of the learning process. In other words. it is
an essential means to solve the doubt and difficulties within audiences beyond the lecture

10000osenthal. the Muqaddimah nI, 292. Quoted in Malik, Developmenr of
Muslim Educational Thought, 73. See aIso Quraishi. Aspects of Muslim Education.
128; and aI-Ibrlishï. Education in Islam, 76-7.
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10lIbn Jamli'ah,
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room. 103 This individual approach is the same as the indirect method of Ibn Khaldün
who extols intimacy. infonnal conversation and companionship between teacher and
pupil. 104 In this context. through infonnal and occasional ways. bath leacher and sludenl
will benefit in their fUlure activities. However. il should be remembered Ihal the tcacher is
obliged 10 maintain his dignity and not become too familiar with his sludenls.
Beyond this perspective. Ibn Jamii'ah. with focused observation and exlensive
experiments in classroom activities. prefers accuracy. memorizing.lecturing. queslloning.
and discussion as the suitable strategies of the learning and teaching process. These
techniques are elaborated in separate sections of his Tadhldrar a/-Siïmi c• His preference
for accuracy is described as having a prompt student explain the previous lesson and
rccite Qur'anic verses. lOS Actu.ùly. repetition was rccommended in the Muslim

•

intel'''''h.al tradition of the Middle Ages and the practice of reading aloud was one of the
best tools for the process of memorization. Ibn Jamii'ah adopts a similar approach. and
emphasizes!bat

repetition is the

way to memorization. In this respect. Makdisi

observes that "repetition was favoured as the best way to commit text 10 memory
...{ and } was essential to the system that the master-jurisconsult of a college of law
usually had a mu'jd, Iiterally a repetitor." 106 Thus. as far as

memorization

wa.~

concemed, repctition was a respected method. In this sense. before committing a leXllo
memory. Ibn Jamii'ah. according 10 Khan. believes that a student should perfecl his

\03S. Khuda Bukhsh. "The Educational System of the Muslims in the Middle
Ages." lslamic Culture Vol. Il 3 ( 1927 ). 458.
I04Rosenthal. The Muqaddimah
MuslimEdueationalTbought, 73.

•
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291 as quoted in Malik, DeveJopmenr of

\osJbn Jamii'ah, Tadb1drat aI-5imic• 60.
\06Makdisi.
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accuracy with repeated readings 1Ia1d corrections by the teacher. 107 These activities are
considered as the pre-test step of a lesson.
ACter memorizing the text at hand, the teaching process then went to the next
stage: a comprehensive lecture or lesson given by the teacher. Ibn Jama'ah says that
students should memorize what they have learnt and Iisten attentively to the lesson given
by their teacher. 1os Only after memorizing a certain text did students move on to the next
because memorization plays a critica1 role in the way of mastering any knowledge,
particularly the science of Prophetic traditions. The emphasis on memorization was not
strange in Islanûc educational history. It was the central feature of the Islanûc educational
tradition in classica1 and medieval limes. There have been severa! reliable studies
regarding the importance

•

of memorization in IsIl!mic empires of the Middle Ages

discussed by scholars. I09 However, according to Berkey, "the generally conservative

Muslim attitude to knowledge and leaming, whicb could only have been reinforced by
emphasis on memory, sbould in no way he taken as an indication that scbolarship was
sterile and static." 110 Following these activities, very often the teacber, according to Ibn
Jama'ah, employs the dictation method specifically for the scarcity materials. However,

Ibn Jama'ah also combines severa! techniques in order to clarify the lesson and build
understanding among the students. Fustly, a teacber would read severa! passages and
explain

the meaning of any unclear points in order to facilitate students'

I07Kllan, "Muslim Theories of Education," 432.
10000n Jama'. Tadblcirat al-5imi', 112. See also Berkey, The Transmission of

Know/edge, 39.
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\09See for example, Makdisi. The Rise of CoUeges, 99-102. See also, Berkey,
The Tr""smission ofKnow/edge, 28-30.
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understanding. 111 With an explanation provided. the student would then transcribe the
text accurately. If for any reason, the students were still unclear on cenain points. the
teaeher redoubled bis effons to explain.

This method of explaining a passage was

mostly applicable to ail subjeets, particularly the Prophetie traditions.
While recognizing the value of repetition and memorizing. aI-Zamüji's
methodology was founded more on teacher-student interaction in discussion. 112 Since aIZamüji preferred comprehension to memorizing. he encouraged students to pose
questions wbich would alIow the teaeher to gauge their understanding of the topic. ll )
Likewise. realizing that many problems in the educational activities cannot be learned
through raw memoriza:.ion. Ibn Jama'ah aIso acknowledged the use of questions to
evaluate students' understanding wbile teaehing. The question was oCten. according to

•

Quraisbi, "directly asked and a prompt answer was expected. If the question was difficult
a week was given ta the . student to prepare its answer." 114 Realizing that awkward
answers occasionally stemmed from overly difficult questions, teaehers were obliged to
modify their questions. In addition to using direct questions, a teaeher was also
encouraged to use indirect ones wbich would be useful to test students' subconscious
understanding and analysis of the subject. IIS Therefore, the whole process ofquestioning
students during a lesson had a two-fold effeet. Fustly, it allowed the instructor to evaluate
bis students. Seeondly, it provided an opponunity for the teaeher to modify bis lesson.
III Ibn Jama'ah,

TadbJcirat al-5imic, 42.

112Kban, "Muslim Theories of Education," 432.
113Abel and Grunebaum, "Problem of Leaming," 66.
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114Ibn Jami'ah, Tadhtirat al-5imic, 53 as quoted in Quraisbi, Aspects of
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On this point. the question-and-answer method is also importantto avoid domination by a
teacher because by using this kind of method he can stimulate bis students to formulate
questions from wbich a discussion is spontaneously created. However. in this case. Ibn
Jama'ah emphasizes that the students' questions he relevant and not tangential. 1I6 By
practising questioning and answering, the habits of formulating
logical thinking can blossom.

critical analysis and

The teacher should he satisfied only after the students

display a competent awareness of the subjecl. Based on these facts. Ibn Jama'ah prefers
comparative methods in bis teaching process with an emphasis on quality rather than
quantity.
Ibn Jama'ah's methodology is aIso founded on the need to have a follow-up
session for the lesson at band. However.lbn Jama'ah employs the religious approach. He

•

states that hefore closing bis class, a teaeher should do severa! activities wbich indicate
the end of the class. 117 He recommends that a lesson should be ended with some pious
admonitions. He should clooe bis book while wbispering a prayer in the proper manner
with uptumed eyes and bands held before the eyes as though he were reading something
on bath pa1ms. Ibn Jama'ah suggests that a teacher should remain behind in case there is
any sludent who. for reasons of shyness or incomprehension, needs individual
attention. liB It is aIso incumbent on a teacher

10

raise students' self-esteem. In Ibn

Jama'ah's opinion, a bashful student will never excel as a scholar. 119 In other words. Ibn
Jama'ah says that it is a teacher's duty to overcome students' bashfulness and test their
progresscontinua11y.
116Rosentha1. Knowledge Triumphant, 297.
II1lbn Jama'ah, TadhJcirat aJ-5ami'. 44.
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Psychologically•Ibn Jama'ah argues that the best age for the leaming process is a
young age. A student at such an age. with a strong motivation and no distractions. can he
expected to devote all bis energy to studying. ln separate sections of Tadhkirar aJ-Siïmi'.
Ibn Jama'ah argues that a student's entire daily schedule should he oriented around his

studies. He suggests dividing one's schedule into four regularly scheduled activities. The
morning should he dedicated to studying ; specifically. day break. is seen as the optimum
time for memorization. His attention to the capacity of a student's memory is reflected in
bis guide to leamers to consume healthy and nutritious food and avoid consuming food
wbich cao lessen the ability of memory. wbich includes sour apples. l20 Veto writing
and composition skills should he concentrated on during the aftcmoon. This activity
needs constant correction and revision and Ibn Jama'ah suggested it he done in a c1ass

•

setting. Reading and group discussions should he conducted at nighL 121 This suggested
schedule would promotc self-discipline. a 0011 wbich would have heneficial effects
outside the class.
Thus. Ibn Jama'ah greatly contributed to the methodology of teaching and
learning in the Muslim educational thought of the Middle Ages. The bulk of his
recommendations revolved around the tcaebing and learning process itself. Baloch
considers him as the initiator of the formulation of the discussion method wbich is clear
in bis emphasis on the value of questioning and answering during class hours. l22

120Ibn Jama'ah, Tadbkirat al-5amic• 77.
121Ibid.. 72-3. For a comparison concerning the suitable lime for study sec alzamüjî. TacÜrIJal-Mutacallim, 39-40. and Abel and Grunebaum. "Problem ofLeaming,"

•

64-5.
l22J3alocb, Books ofIslamic CivilizatiOD. 31.

CHAPTER THREE

mN JAMAcAH'S vmws ON THE TEACHER AND THE STUDENT
This chapter addresses aspects of Ibn Jama'ah's ideas of Islamic education
regarding teachers and students, including their relationship. Muslim educationists agree
!hatone important aspect in shaping the characteristics ofIslamic education is the positive
appreciation given by the community to a tcacher. The teaeher is considered as the
comerstone of the Islamic educational process. In contrast, western perceptions of the
role of a teaeher in society is somewhat more limited. This contrast is supplemented by a
marked difference in the relationship between student and tcacher. Western approaches to

education stipulate a formaI, distant relationship, devoid ofany moral or religious values.!
However, in classical and medieval Muslim education, theorists argued that there was an

•

additional bond of spirituality between a tcacher and his students, much along the lines of
a Sufi master and his disciples. Furthermore, the teacher plays a critical role in shaping a
student's moral character and determining his future career.2 This discussion,
consequently, examines the two-way relationship between student and teaeher. While
highlighting the necessary traits and attitudes necessary for a responsible teaeher, we will
also explore what Muslim educational theorists believe is critical for a student to be
successful. Since these scholars consider the student as one of the most important
elements in an educational prograrn, they implement severa! particular ruIes which
1 Consult for example M. A. Zaki Badawi's article, ''Traditional Islamic
Education-Its Aims and Purposes in the Present Day," in Aims and Objectives of
IslamicEducation. Ed. by S. Mu!)ammad al-Naquib al-Anas, 104-1 Il.

•

2 Sec for example the modem work of Dale F. Eickelmann, "The Art of
Memory : Islamic Education and its Social Reproduction," Comparative Studies in
Society and History Vol. XX ( 1978 ), 496. The emphasis on the belief that the prospect
ofa student's career is founded on bis teaeher's esteem and reputation is aIso discussed by
Tritton in his Materials on Muslim Education, 32; Sharif Khan's Education, Religion,
and the Modem Age, 109; and Berkey's The Transmission ofKnowledge, 22.
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supplement three necessary overall duties : duties towards themselves. duties towards
their tcachers. and duties towards their lessons. Ibn Jama'ah added two more duties : the
duty of the students towards their fellow-students and the duties towards their books.
This pivotai issue of Islamic education was discussed at length by ManY great
Muslim scholars and educationists. such as Ibn a1-Muqaffa' ( d. 756. A. D. ). Imam alGhazaJi. a1-Zamüji. and Ibn Jarna:'ah.3
In Tadhlcirat a/-Siimi'. Ibn Jarna:'ah examines this relationship by suggesting the

appropriate manners and duties for both the teacher and the student. He insisted that true
knowledge could only he attained from learned men involved in education who guided
the students to the correct upright path.4 The ideal learned person was one who had

•

mastered various sciences while still exhibiting a humble. moralist attitude. These two
criteria represent the standards by which students went about selec:ing their future
tcacher. Ibn Jarna:'ah wamed that students should not he too hasty in this selection
process. He argued mat students must carefully research the tcacher's background. his
social circles, and his reputation.s However. Ibn Jarna:'ah stressed that a tcacher necd not
he a famous scholar since there were quite adequate useful teachers without a prestigious

career.6 This reflects his concem regarding the need for qualified men who shape the
future generation of scholars who, in tum, improve the surrounding community.

3 Shalabi, History of Muslim Education, 125 and Quraishi, Aspects of Muslim
Education, 61.
4 Ibn Jarna:'ah,

•

Tadhlcirat a/-Sami', 20, 123.

S Ibid., 85,87, as quoted in Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge, 23, and
Shalabi, History ofMusJim Education, 116.
6 Ibid,

85-6.
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ln a broader sense, lbn Jama'ah's understanding of the role of the instructor
reflects the explicit goal of Islamic education: evolving a person holistically. Given that
the teacher is a critical component for accomplisbing this goal, he, too, must be more than
simply a transmitter of knowledge. He must have sterling values and be strong in bis
convictions. This character is a beneficial means to bring students into a contextual
circumstance with the eternal Iife. a1-Aroosi reflects this in bis remarie that one cannot
measure the success of a teaeher by simply gauging bis ability to transmit knowledge.
Howevcr. he advocates the standard measurement that a teacher must be evaluated on the
basis of bis ability to imbue bis students with correct and sincere beliefs.7 This irnplies
the essential element of the bighest goal of Islamic education to create a good student
whose character is built on the basis of Islamic ethics.

•

lbn Jama'ah believes that the best rneans of rneasuring a teacher's success in this
regard is to note any behavioural changes being exhibited by bis students. These include
student responses to their lessons, their fellow students, and society as a whole. Indeed,
the behavioural change is one of the main concerns of Ibn Jama'ah's concept of
education. This is in line with the modern view regarding the main concern of education,
which is to fasbion the attitude of the learners to learning rather than merely to instill new
information into students' mind. The previous chapter's discussion of how Ibn Jama'ah
suggested evaluating a student's progress in a particular lesson is related to this concept.
Hence.lbn Jama'ah's approach to education goes beyond the practical details oflearning ;
it a1so incorporates the implementation ofdecent religious and societal values.

•

7 M. a1-Aroosi, "Islamic Curriculum and the Teacher," in Curriculum and
Teacber Education. Ed. by M. H. a1-Afendi and N. A. Baloch ( King 'Abdul 'Aziz
University-Jeddah: HodderandStoughton,1980),l25.
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Seeing that qualified teachers are necessary in the educational process to create a
good generaùon of students, the following secùons systemaùcally explore Ibn Jama'ah's
views regarding IWO central elements of an educational program : the requirements of an
ideal teacher and the duùes of the student. These two features are followed by a
discussion on the dynamics of the teacher and student relationship.

R. The Requlrements of an Ideal Teacher.

AQmad Tafsïr comments that tradiùonal Islamic literature on education often
tacldes the qualiùes and duùes of teachers in an unsystemaùc manner, hence complicating
the issue significantly.8 As a resull, this thesis will differ in its approach by presenting

•

these qualiùes and duùes in an organized and a systemaùc manner. This particular section
focuses on Ibn Jamacah's concept of the ideal teacher ; it does not necessarily discuss the
teacher's duùes since ail of the following requirements are deduced from Ibn Jamacah's
ideas ofteacher's duùes.
The tirst requirement is that a teacher should be pious in bis sayings and deeds,
thus reflecùng bis general religious alùtudes.9 This parùcular feature should reflect the
insttuctor's posiùve personality. a point that Ibn Jamacah repeatedly stresses. It is
imperative that a teacher keep birnself close to God by adhering to the tenets prescribed
by the Qur'an and Propheùc tradiùons. A teacher bas to be of a low profile and should
avoid worldly matters for fear he will exploit knowledge for material gain. wbich may
damage bis dignity. In addition. a teacher bas to cleanse bis body and souJ from bad

•

8 Dmu Pendidilcan daJam PerspeJaif Islam { Tbe Science of Education in an
Islamic Perspective ] (Bandung-Indonesia: pr. Remaja Rosda Karya. 1992 >. 79. 82.

91bn Jamacah, Tadhkirat al-Simï'. 15.
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manners and avoid hypocritical statements to his students. ln doing so, Ibn Jamli'ah
argued that a tcacher must request the assistance of Allah before and after performing his
tcaching duties. lo This was understandable since he realized the function of a tcacher as a
perfeet figure to be emulated by bis students and thus influencing their mind and
character. In a modem view, Nasr refleets this in ar. article by emphasizing the
importance of seleeting a tcacher. He warns parents and students to be careful in
choosing a tcacher. particularly when students are of young age, because at this stage a
teacher has as great an influence on the character of bis students as on their minds. In this
context. Nasr agrees with Ibn Jamli'ah conceming piety as the cbief requirement of a
teacher. 11
The second requirement is that a teacher must sincerely believe in bis vocation

•

and must act within bis academic capacity.12 Ibn Jamlicah recommended the necessity
ofthis requirement to create a purely religious circumstance in the teaehing process. With
such convictions, the tcacher will not manipulate bis students by

tez~hing

something

wbich is beyond bis capacity and specialty. This requirement will facilitate the insistencc;
that the Islamic educational arena be free from any potentiaIly damaging contaminants.
Realizing the importance of the teaeher's academic capacity and the development of
science. Ibn Jamli'ah encouraged the teaeher to carry on leaming from aIl sources. even
from the young and those ur II>W status. 13

1000ycür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa cIJm al-Nafs. 43.59.71.
ItNasr. "The Is1amic PhiIosophers' View on Education, "MusJim Edueational
>. 8. Sec also Husain and Ashraf. Crisis in MusJim

QuanerJy Vol. nI 4 ( 1985
Education. 104.

•

l2zayeür. al-Tarbawiyyit wa cIJm al-Nafs, 69.
13Ibid.. 55.
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The third requirement for a responsible teacher is not only that he should be a
man of learning but also a person who appreciates the role of stimulation in a c1ass
environment. 14 This feature transcends many ethnic and cultural boundaries and can be
found in Islamic and non-Islamic educational programs. Ibn Jama'ah stressed that it is
essential for a teacher to motivate bimself and his students to study, because this factor
was influential in the teacbing and leaming process, for any teacl:ing process would be
unsuccessful if the teacher does not recognize the value of stimulating his studenL~. The
stimulation often works best when the lesson is presented as a challenge, as Adam.~ and
Garret commend, "many students are eager to display their creative ability and will do so
if properly challenged." IS ln addition, a prospective teacher will reflect his stimulation
when he himself is eager to expand bis own knowledge and proves he is serious in

•

conducting bis job. He should prompt bis students to advance their leaming and respect
other students' prestige. Furthermore. Ibn Jamii'ah encourages the teacher to look for
different kinds of potential in bis students. If he disvovers that one student displays an
affinity for a certain subject. that talent should be nurtured. Ibn Jama'ah realized that
many students were motivated by the need to gain prestige ; consequently. he urged
teachers to use this source of moti"ation in their educaticlDaI program. Insofar

a.~

the

stimulation and motivation are dOlI'inant in this requirement, this concept is quite in line
with the modem theory of motivation in an educational program, whether it is intrinsic

14zay'Üf. aI-Tarbawiyyiit WB <Dm aI-Nals. 49,53-55.73.77-8,80. The necessity
of stimulation is due to the teaching process itself wbich. from a psychological point of
view. according to Thorndike. implies the art ofgiving stimuli. Sec Edward L. Tborndike,
"The Principles of Teaching." in Leaming : Tbeory and Practice. edited by Paul E.
Johnson (New York: Thomas Y. CroweU Company Inc.• 1971 ). 16.
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ISSam Adams and John L. Garret .IR, To Be A Teacher : An Introduction to
Education (Englewood C1iffs-New Jersey : Prentice-Hall. Inc.• 1969 ), 231.
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coming from inside of s:udent or extrinsic coming from outside him, such as from his
tcacher and environment 16
The fourth requirement is that a tcacher must have good instructional skills in a
c1ass setting so that the students can easily follow him. 17 Since teaching is fundamentally
human social interaction, the teacher must know how to interact with other people. The
need of an experienced persan is due to the comprehensive activity of teaching itself
which can be performed only by a persan who is experienced in classroom activities. Ibn
Jama'ah elaborated this requirement by stating that a teacher must be expert about
instructional strategy by which he can keep his c1ass dynamic and active while ensuring
that the students can follow the lesson al band. A good teaeher, in the modem view, has
to find ways of teaching that serve the purpose and will easily move anytime from one to

•

another method contextually.18 A good teacher sbould be the intermediilry between the
student's mind and the subject matter. However, he must keep bis class away from noise
and jokes sa that this circumstance will benefit his studer.ts. A large part of planning a

16Ha1 R. Arkes and John P. Garske, Psychological Theories of Moûvaûon.
Second Edition. ( Monterey-eaIifomia : Brooks 1 Cole Publisbing Company, 1982 ),
333. For a comparative study regarding the distinction between intrinsie and extrinsie
motivation sec J. W. Atkinson. An Introducûon ro Moûvation. ( New York: Van
Nostrand Reir.bold, 1964) : R. W. White, "Motivation Reconsidered: The Concept of
Competence," Psychological Review (1959),297-333' and N. L. Gage and David C.
Berliner's section on Motivation, 365-434 in his Educaûonal Psychology. Second
Edition ( Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1979). The empbasis on environmental stimuli
in the determination of student bahaviour was discussed al length by Psyebologica1
Bebaviorists sucb as John B. Watson and Clark L. Hull. Sec Arkes and Garske, Theories
ofMoûvaûon, 228.
l7zaycür, al-Tarbawiyyit wa <Dm al-Nais. 65-6,68.
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18Arthbur W. Combs et al., The Professional EduC8Ûon of Teachets : A
Humanistic Approach ro Teacher Preparation. Second Edition ( Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, Ine., 1974 ), 120. Sec a1so Sbalabï, Hisrory of Muslim Education, 169. ln this
boolt, Sbalabi emphasizes that a teaeber sbould nol teaeb students generica1ly ; rather, he
sbould gauge each class differently.
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lesson, Ibn Jamli'ah continues, is gauging the class's capacity including the psychological
state of the students. al-Zarnüji agrees on this point and

suggest~

that problem·solving

e::œrcises should also be accommodated to the students' ability.19 From these
eonsiderations then the teacher could eommunicate his knowledge and teach in an
adequate situation and condition in agreement with al·Ghazali who said that such a
teacher wouId follow the Prophetic tradition: "He who advises pe,')ple using a higher
style that their standard maltes his talk misleading to some of them."20
The fifth requirement is that a teacher should be skilled in eounselling and
supervision. Ibn Jama'ah believed that a teacher's responsibility transeended the
elassroom.21 He should keep careful traek of a student's progress and if, for any reason,
problems arase, it was incumbent on the teacher to investigate. The teacher, at this point,

•

could provide the appropriate eounselling. This requirement is indicative ofIbn Jama'ah's
belief that the teacher should strive ta build a bond between himself and his students. He
also felt !hat sueh a relationship would motivate the studentto work harder. This implies
an unseparated activity belWeen teaching and counselling on the one hand, and learning
on the other. In matters of discipline, a teacher should not blindly punish but, rather. he
should take pains to understand what the problem is. Initially. the student shouJ.:\ be
approached individually and gently rebuked.22 If the problem persist~. the teaeher should
then interview the student's parents. If a particular student was having difficulties with the
19a1-Zarnüji. Ta'Hm al-Muta<alJiJD. 22 quoted in Shalabi. His/ory of Muslim

Education. 146. '
2Oal-Ghazali. Djam al-'Awimm 'an <Dm al-Ka/am. Edited by Mul;lammad alBillah al-Baghdadi ( Beirut-Lebanon : Dar al-Kitab al-'Arabi. 1406 A. H. 1
1985 A. D. ). 24.

Mu'~
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2lzay'ür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa <Dm al-Nais. 73. 77.
22Jbn Jama'ah, Taclbkirat al-5iimi<. 23. 50.
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lessons. the teacher should use his counselling skills to find lh: nature of the problem ; if
necd he. he could advise the student to join a lower-Ievel class. 23 Counselling activity is
also secn by al-Zamüji as an important aspect in the educational program ; particularly. a
teacher "counsels students not ta depend upon themselves in choosing the subject for
their study as this matter must he entircly left to the professor whose experiencc would he
of grcat help in their ignorance. "24
A tcacher's sixth rcquircment is the nced to he fully versed in the subject he is

instructing and fully invoived in developing scholarly work in order to advance bis own
skill and comprehension. 2S As a matter of facto extensive. comprehensive and truc
understanding of a subjcct matter for wbich a teaehcr is rcsponsible is strongly nceded ta
avoid a case in wbich a teaehcr does not accommodatc information to bis students as it is

•

hoped in an educational program. An unsatisfactory teacher in this regard will only
damage a future generation of scholars. Realizing this danger. Ibn Jama'ah implored
teachers to memorize and understand sciences. with ail regulations. principles. and
branches. 26 Having mastered science in a such way will facilitate the teacher's
detcrmination regarding how a subject should he taught Meanwhile, if a teaeher does not
have well preparcd materials and is not assistcd by sorne important infrastructures such
23Ibn Jamii'ah. Tadhlcirat al-Simi'. 57 and Shalabi. History of Muslim

Education. 168.
24al-Zamüji. Ta'lim al-Muta'allim. 13 quoted in Shalabi. History of Muslim

Education. 168.

•

25There is a differcnce betwcen modern western education and Ibn Jamii'ah and
1s1amic education conccming the ncccssity of a teaeher's capacity in a subjcct. While
modem western education sees this rcquircment as crucial. Ibn Jamii'ah stresses religious
behaviour and knowledge as the main prercquisites of an ideal tcacher. For (letailed
information about modem western perception, sec Combs et al.• Professional Education
ofTeacbers. 22, 44. For Ibn Jamii'ah sec the above discussion.

26zay'ür. al-Tarbawiyyat wa 'Dm al-Nais, 69.
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as mastering the strategy of learning and teaching process. he cannot successfully
transmit bis capacity of information to his students. Likewise. Ibn Jamii'ah viewed that
engagement

in discussion with other scholars and doing research for publishing

scholarly materials are also important for the teachers with th,~ purpose of improving skill
and comprehension.27
AIl six of these requirements are interrelated ; gencrally. They work best for a
physically and psychologically well-adjusted teaeher. Ibn Jarnii'all implies that a person
sound in mind and body is the best candidate. While it is possible for a teacher to be
physically imp:.ired and still perform bis duties. Ibn Jarnii'ah contends that Ibis will rellect
itself in bis teacbing success. Furthermore. an instructor's personal demeanour also
affects bis ability to teaeh. That is why Ibn Jarnii'ah strongly stresses the need for a

•

teaeher to cleanse bis heart and mind from bad manners. Above all. Ibn Jama'ah
emphasizes that a teaeher should recognize the role of piety in the teacbing process ; thus.
he should praise God before and after teaebing.

B. The Dutles of the Student.
Ibn Jama'ah addresses this issue in the last three chapters of his Taclhkirat al-

Siimi'. However. it is :.ot my intention to explore all of them ; rather. this section is
concemed with bis views on the duties of a student towards himself. bis teaeher. and his
class. Neediess to say that the prime duty of a student is to study ; however. Ibn Jarnii'ah
and others elaborate on other duties. The following points reflect Ibn Jarnii'ah's goal of
promoting a successfulleaming process and producing a future generation of religiously-

•

27zay'Üf. al-Tarbawiyyit WB 'Dm al-Nais. 56.
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minded scholars. Before discussing these duties. it is flrst important to clarify how Ibn
Jama'ah deflned a student addressed in Tadhldrat a/-Siimi<. A student is not a young
chiId at the stage of the kuttaô ; rather, a student is a person who has reached a certain
level of maturity in age and mind (ba/agha darajatan min a/-rushd wa a/-wa<y

).28

Thus. Ibn Jama'ah's Tadhldrat a/-Siimi< is designed for the higher levels of learning.
With regards to a student's personal duties. Ibn Jama<ah stressed that he must
cleanse himself of all distasteful traits. including cheating, malice, and envy.29 His
emphasis on this duty was founded on his bellef that leaming was the worship of the
soul ; without a purified heart, a student could not grasp the essence of knowledge :
happiness in the Hereaiter. This isjust like ablution without which physical prayer cannot
be performed.30 The need for purity of heart in any tonJeavour is a cl)mmon feature in

•

Islam because it was a central organ of human spirituality and has a strong potentiality
within which faith is built. Take for example, sürab 49: 14, God says that "The desert
Arabs say. We belleve. Say, Ye have no faith; but ye (only) t'ay. We have submitted

Our wills to God, For not yet has Faith Entered your hearts. But if ye obey God and His
Apostle, He Will not bellttle aught Of your deeds ; for God is Oft-forgiving, Most
MeccifuI."31 In general, Ibn Jama<ah's requirement for students exhibits the underlying
need for them to recognizc the duty ofbeing pious and virtuous.

28Shams al-Oin, cd., a/-Madhbaba/-Tarbawi, 27.

29Ibn Jami'. Tadbkirat a/-Siimi<, 231 in zay<ür, al-Tarbawiyyit wa <Dm alNais, 89).

30Shams al-Oin, ed., al-Madhhab al-Tarbawj, III and al-Ghazâlï,l1)yiP <Ulüm
al-Din J,55.

•

31 Tbe Holy Qur>in. Trans1ated and Commentary by A. Yusuf Ali (BrentwoodMaryland: Amana Corp., 1983), 1407.
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The second duty of a student is that he must be motivated by religious intention.
This duty can only be accomplished when the fl!5t duty recommended by Ibn Jamii'ah
above is realized. The importance of this requirement in the Icaming process is attested to
by the general belief that niyyah (intention) is the highest foundation and aim of every
good Islamic deed.32 A student should be motivated to leam by religious inten'st : in no
case, should he be attraeted by worldly motives. If it is necessary he should leilve bis
home and family and must seek knowledge only for religious interests such ar, to ~nefit
bis community and revive religious knowledge. This implies that the cause knowledge
will benefit only when its master has a good motive and intention and when he is not
acting for the sake of material gain and fame or dignity.
The third duty is that a student should be studious and applied.33 A student's

•

dedication to leaming should be reflected by bard work and tenacity. Furthermore. a
student should realize that he will accomplish success only if he applies himself wholeheartedly. Rea1izing the importance of this matter. Ibn Jamii'ah argued that a student
should not oversleep but rather should rest sufficiently for bis need, because in every
minute of bis life he is to devote bimself to leaming and concentrate on studying as many
branches of religious knowledge as he cano

To support

this duty, Ibn Jamii'ah

quoted a1-~1> a1-Baghdadi: al-'IImu shay'un Iii yu'tika ba'çlahu Qattii tu'lÏyahu
kullaka (Knowledge is something that will not give part of itself to you until you give

yoUf all ta it ).34
32Shams al-Dm. ed.. al-Madhbabal-Tarbawi, 29 and zay,Üf. al-Tarbawiyyât wa

'Ilm al-Nals. 89
33Ibn Jamii'ah. Tadbkirat al-5iimi'. 71 as quoted in Quraishi. Aspects ofMuslim
Education. 100-1. See aIsozay'ür. al-Tarbawiyyiitwa 'Ilmal-Nafs. 90.93-4.

•

34Ibid.. 71. However Rosenthal in Knowledge Triumpbant, p. iii. observes tbat
this quote is incomplete and presents a revised version al-'IImu sbay>un la yu'rilca
ba'çlahu.f;ulttii tu'(iyahu lcuHaka fa jelbii a'raytabü kullalca fa ants min j'(Fib laka l-ba<tja
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The fourth dUly is 10 maintain an orderly lifeslyle. 35 A successful sludenl is one
who organizes his timetable

10

include studying. memorization. and drills which have

been presented in the previous chapter. Furthermore, this duty will help a sludenl build a
sense ofself-diseipline which will be usefullater on for activity in the future.
The fifth duty is that he should content himself with litt1e food. Contentment is
one of the Cjualities of ascetic behaviour and is considered to be an essential exercise in
the leaming process. Going without food is considered

10

be a noble act showing a

studenl's commitment to leaming. As Imam Milik stated. "None can seale the heights of
leaming without tasting the pangs of starVatïon."36 It seems that Ibn Jama'ah was
influenced to sorne degree by bis Sufistic way of life. He believed that eating less was a
vehicle by which one could improve one's understanding. Ibn Jama'ah saw gluttony as a

•

rnetaphor for pursuing knowledge for rnaterial gain; as a result, he advocated an ascelic
approach to leaming.
The sixth obligation calls for general pious behaviour.37 Ibn Jama'ah's mystic
influences are also reflected in how he insists that his students should adopt a simple life
of meditation and piety. The student was advised to follow the identical requirements of
an ideal teaeher : piety and devotion. This duty also involves a student being motivated to
perform good in the world. The character of taqwa (piety) among students was
<ala lchaJarin (Knowledge is something that will not give part of itself to you until you
give your all to il, and when you give your all to il, then you stand a chance but you
cannot be sure that it will give you that part ).

35Ibn Jama<ah. Tadhkirat al-Samit. 72-3 as quoted in Quraishi. Aspects of
Muslim Education. 101. Sec a1sozaY'ür. al-Tarbawiyyatwli <Dmal-Nafs, 91-2).

•

36Ibid. 71 as quoted in Quraishi. Aspects of Muslim Education. 80-1. Sec a1so
ZaY'ür. al-Tarbawiyyat wa <Dm al-Nais, 91-3.
37zaY'ür. al-Tarbawiyyit wa <Hm al-Nais, 93.
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imponant because whatever knowledge they pursue will only be of bigh value if they
have good deeds and beautiful manners wbich were the reflection of raqwi. Moved by
proper faith. a student should implement his knowledge to better the community. Besides
Ibn Jama'ah. al-Ghazali and aI-'Abdari also agree on the importance of good deeds and
behaviour wbile leaming since "a student of bad behaviour will never benefit any
knowledge he may possibly acquire."38
The seventh duty is that he should associate with responsible friends,39 If a
student interacted with the proper company. he would continue to be committed to his
studies. Much of a student's extracurricular activity is dominated by his friendships :
normally a student will interact with peers of the same level of capability. Friendship
develops rapidly and students should carefully choose their friends because they will

•

largely influence their academic activities. Therefore. it was a must for a student to choose
the right company. Ibn Jama'ah stressed that a student's acquaintances should be pious
and weil versed in religious 10re.40
Concerning the second category. a student's responsibilities to his teacher. Ibn
Jama'ah insisted that a student should choose a good and suitable teacher.41 This
selection is imponant to Ibn Jama'ah. and is evident in bis advice that a prospective
student should interview the learned men of the community. as weil as seek God's
guidance. The choice was deemed 50 imponant that aI-Tûsi (d. 1274 A. D. ) stated that
"a student arriving in a new city or country was urged to take as long as two months in

38Shalabi. Hisrory ,)fMuslim Education. 175.

39zay'ûr. al-Tarbawiyyil wa 'Dm al-Nais, 94.

•

40Ibn Jama'ah, TadbIcirat al-Samit. 82.
41Ibid.. 85.
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choosing the proper teacher. "42 By interviewing scholars and researching possible
candidates, not only does a student save himself from future disappointment and
resentment, he also becomes familiar with a professor's scholarly and religious
background. Ibn Jama'ah's criteria for an ideal professor were discussed in the previous
section of this chapter. However, a student must fmt examine the notability of a
professor in religious knowledge and nis intellectual background, including his masters
and experience, for from this he can evaluate his competence.43
The second duty is obeying and respecting his teacher in every respect44 ln
addition to obedience and respect, a student should also be reverent of his master since
there is no obedience without glory. These three features are the underpinnings of the
student-teacher relationship. A teacher was considered by Ibn Jama'ah as one who knew

•

everything beneficial for his student. ln other words. a student should fully believe and
trust his teacher much like a patient behaves towards his physician. This view once again
reflects Ibn Jamii'ah's mystical analogy of the relationship between a shaykh and a
murld.

Thirdly, a student has to express his gratitude ; furthermore. he must do his
utmost to preserve a healthy discourse.45 This particular duty is elaborated in the ensuing
section.

42Berkey. The Transmission of Knowledge. 22.
43Zay'ür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa 'Ilm al-Nais, 99.

•

44lbn Jamii'ah. Tadblcirat al-5iimi'. 112 as quoted in Rosenthal. Knowledge
Triumpbant, 297. Zay'ür.al-Tarbawiyyiitwa'Ilmal-Nais.l00-l.115-6

4SZay'ür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa 'Ilm al-Nais, 101-2. 116.

•
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The fourth duty is to observe the proper protocol and etiquette of the relationship
between student and teaeher.46 Ibn Jama'ah applied ethical and religious rules to a stlldent
who wanted to meet and follow bis teacher's c1ass. A student must perform ritual
activities before going to his teacher. For example. he must pray to Allah for the safety.
forgiveness, and life of his teacher. Likewise, certain activities are also applied.
particularly when the teacher was giving a lecture or sitting in a circle joined by the
public. In this regard, Ibn Jama'ah advised a student to conduct himself in an upright and
proper manner such as by knocking at the door in an adequate way while waiting for his
tcachers permission. If he was permitted to enter. he should greet ail the people in the
circle. specifically bis teacher. These activities were implemented in any situation when a
student wished to sec bis teacher. But it should be kept in mind that in doing so, a student

•

must be sure that bis teacher was not disturbed by bis action.
The fifth obligation addressed a student's behaviour in the c1assroom.
Absenteeism was abhorred since it only reflected disrespect and an unwillingness to
learn. During a lecture. the tcacher should never be interrupted ; a student must wait for
the appropriate moment to ask questions. Furthermore. if there is a difference of opinion.
a student can politely present bis case but should avoid open confrontations.47
Lastly. a student must act as a personal attendant for his teaeher.48 In true Sufi
fasbion. Ibn Jama'ah stated that the student must follow bis teaeher everywhere. This was
suggested for two reasons. Fustly. such companionsbip was done for security purposes.
In this regard. Ibn Jama'ah advised a student to walk bebind bis teaeher in the day and in

46zay'ür, al-Tarbawiyyiit wa '/lm al-Nais. 102-3.

•

41fun Jama'ah. Tadhkirat al-Siïmi'. 109. Sec also Berkey. The Transmission of
Knowledge, 37. zayeür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa '/lm al-Nais. 103-6.
48zayeür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa '/lm al-Nais. 107-8.
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front of him in the dark. If in any case. there were two students who accompanied the
teacher. the oldest should take the right side of the teacher. However. a student should
never walk beside his teacher in order to keep his teacher's dignity. Secondly. by a1ways
being in attendance of his teacher. a student rnight indirectly gain additional knowledge
outside the c1ass because a teacher was like a palm tree under which the student waited
for something to drop which he would pick up.
The last category. a student's obligations towards his studies. is introduced by
discussing the initial duty of studying one subject al a lime. Ibn Jamiicah argued that ( a )
the subject at hand should be mastered by the student before continuing to another and
( b ) he should avoid controversial issues. particularly for if he is a beginner. Such issues.
including samciyyiit and <aqliyyiit affairs will ol'lly distl?..:t students and warp their

•

judgment. Furthermore. a student should rely on a single authoritative source and avoid
consulting other texts.49 However. in special circumstances. a student could approach the
teacher and ask his permission to use more t.ltan one source. If the subject matter was
deemed appropriate. a teacher would work band in hand with the student on his project.
Veto a student should never take ideas which contradict his teacher's. Traditionally. in
Islarnic education. this is one of the ways to express respect for the teacher.
The second duty of this category involves scholarly commitment and
perseverance. A student should work hardso and a1ways develop his knowledge by
keep on studying.SI While traditional Islarnic educati..n stipulated tbat a teacher must
49Ibn Jamiicah. Tadhkirat al-Siimic• 112.
SOJbid.. 142-5 as quoted in Berkey. The Transmission of Knowledge. 27.
zaycür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa <H1n al-Nais. 112-3. 115-6.

•

SIIbid. zay<ür. al-Tarbawiyyiit wa <Dm al-Nais, 113-4. and Shams al-Dm. ed..
al-Madhbabal-Tarbawi. 137.

•
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supervise bis students. practical circumstances indicated otherwise. because it is
impossible for a student to study at ail times under thc direct control and supervision of
his teacher. Thus. Ibn Jamii'ah outlined several methods by which a student could guidc
bimself to increase his understanding. Sorne of these included : staying after

clas.~

to

study. meeting with his fellow students to discuss the current lesson. and studying while
at home. Concerned that sporadic study patterns would only harm a prospective scholar.
Ibn Jamii'ah stated that a student must a1ways study and have access to textual sources.
As Ibn Jama'ah said. "He who kept no book in his sleeve. it was said. could have liule

wisdom in bis heart."52
The third responsibility addressed the raie of 1)adith in a student's curriculum. A
student should listen to 1)adith. 53 For this is the second major source of Islam after the

•

Qur'iin. Ibn Jamii'ah's al-Manhal al-rawi explains 1)adïth as a critical component of
religious knowledge. He quoted Sufyiin a1-Thawri's statement that there is no action

a.~

reputable as studying 1)adith for the sake of Allah.S4 Any student seeking knowledge,
particularly religious knowledge, should not neglect to study 1)adith and

il~

ancillary

sciences. Classical and medieval Islamic thought has a1ways lauded the study of (Jadïth
il.! relation to education. even if it took a long joumey and a long period of time. Islamic
history recorded so many marvelous tales of scholars and their eagemess to seek (Jadïth.
Given Ibn Jama'ah's strong position on the value of religious lore in a student's studies. it
is not surprising to see tbis emphasis on 1)adith, which is second only to Qur'iinic
studies.

52Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge, 25.

•

53zay'ür, al-Tarbawiyyat wa 'Dm al-Nafs, 113.
S4Rama4iin,

ed., al-Manhal al-Rawi, 108.

•
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Lastly. while a student should be humble and modest. he should also be
straightforward and confident in his studies. A student should nevcr be

shy.~~

Furthermore. he shoull! never feel so intimidated by his teacher that "ae cannot approach
him. This is especially critical if the student feels he is not fully

grJ.~ping

the

le."~on

at

hand.
While these duties have been separated into three categories. Ibn Jama'ah believes
they ail unify in promoting a sound and responsible student. These duties. if instilled at an
early age. will guide the student through his later studies ; furthermore. they will continue
to influence the student long after he becomes a scholar in the field. Howevcr. Ibn
Jama'ah's model for student behaviour might be construed

a.~

overly rigid. Specifically.

the student is presented as a receptacle in which the teacher simply tmnsfers his idea.~ and

•

opinions. Although Ibn Jama'ah did allow for independent thought. his emphasis on the
need for a student's respect partially explains this rigidity. However. this is
understandable since Ibn Jama'ah emphasized the importance of respecting the teacher
who would give real benefit to the student.

C. Teac:her and Student Relationship.
As already discussed in the introductory remarks of this chapter. the tcacher and
student relationship is a key feature in Islamic traditional education. The value of close
relationships in education. Berkey comments. is especially evident in the sciences of
Prophetie traditions and jurisprudence.56 Ibn Jama'ah's approach to this relationship is
55Ibn Jamii'ah. Tadhkirat a/-Siïmi', 116. Quraishi. Aspects of Muslim education.

•
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56Berkey, The Transmission of Knowledge. 34.
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partially evident from his discussion of teacher and student attributes, as weil as his
recommendations for the teaching and learning process.
During the BaJ:tri Mamlük period, the standard relationship in education was
modeled on the idea of a student's intensive study under bis shaykh. Much in the sarne
vein. Ibn Jarna'ah based his main ideas on the respect of the student towards his teacher
and the love of the teacher for his student. Essentially, we can see the teacher as the
spiritual father and the student as the reverent son. the relationship being built on the
absolute authority of the tcacher. 57
Ibn Jama'ah rea1ized the difficulty of the tcacher's task. It superseded the
responsibilities of the parents who were obliged to provide physical and material nurture.

•

Teachers, Ibn Jama'ah argued, were responsible for creating an entire generation of
future scholars. Furthermore. the student must acknowledge the implications of this
relationship ; the kind of relation wbich must have a lasting impression that will not end
by the dcath of the teacher. Consequently. he should revere bis tcacher weil after bis dcath
by paying hornage to bis tomb and visiting bis relatives.58 In essence, Ibn Jama'ah sees
the leacher as the intermediary between the student and the knowledge of God.
To bring across bis argument. Ibn Jama'ah uses two analogies. FITStly. he
compares the tcacher and student to the physical relationship between doctor and patient
respcctively. The patient must place bis health in the hands of bis doctor ; meanwhile. the
doctor's swom oath is to preserve the hea1th of bis patients. Secondly, Ibn Jama'ah
argues that the teacher attends to the spiritual needs of bis student, much like a father
would do for bis son.

•

57Zay'Üf, aI-Tarbawiyyiit wa 'llmaI-Nafs.

581bid. 101.

142-3.

•
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However. Ibn Jama'ah contends that one of the most important characteristics of
this relationship was the student's acknowledgment of the teacher's private spacc. A
student must never. he wamed, have any physicaI contact with his teacher. Moreovcr,
during a lecture, a teacher must maintain his distance from students by sitting on a dais or
raised platform. 59 Respecting the prerogatives of the tcacher should he indicative of the
relationship of master and disdple. Nonetheless, Ibn Jama'ah stressed that this respect
should he supplemented by an adoring love. An excellent examplc of this adoration, Ibn
Jama'ah suggests. is for a student to defend bis master should he he physicaIly or
verbaIly attacked. 6O
The teacher, however, was aise expected to display affection and lovc for his
student body. A teacher expressed bis concem by modifying the student's conduct, his

•

personaI habits, and. most importantly. his religious duties. Furthermore, a teachcr's
fatherly obligations included inquiring about the student's health. especiaIly if he has
missed classes.61

In a fasbion similar to Sufi practices, Ibn Jama'ah advocated that the teacher must
present bimself as the perfeet mode!. In doing se, a student would he motivated to
emulate bis tcacher. Realizing bis master's commitment to scholarship and keep on
leaming even from younger people and those of a lower status,62 a student would, in
tom, apply himself in studying in hoping to attain a similar status. These aspirations,

59&rkey. The Transmission of Knowledge, 109.
60Ibn Jama'ah. Tadhkirat al-Samit. 9O-93ff, 110, 153-6 quoted in Berkey, The
Transmission of Knowledge, 36.
61 Khan. Educaûon. Religion, and the Modern Age, 117.

•

62Ibn Jama'ah. Tadbkirat
Triumpbant. 297.

al-Samit.

29 quoted in RosenthaI. Knowledge
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however. should a1ways bc tempered by love and respect. Consequently. Ibn Jama'ah's
model of the relationship bctween instructor and student is founded on the larger
objective of promoting a future generation of scholars whose primary featurcs include
love. respect. and commitment.

•

•

•

CONCLUSION

Ibn Jamli'ah's Tadhkirat

aJ-Sàmi' is one of the most imponant medieval

instruetional manuals on Islamie edueational mcthodology. Ibn Jamii'ah is a good
example of the overall scholarly refonnation of the Ba\:1rï Mamlük pcriod of Egypt and
Syria. Under the sponsorship of the Mamlük Sultanate. Ibn Jamii'ah prospcrcd in a
number of academic capacities as student. professor. and author. His affiliation wilh the
Shafi'ite school and bis good relationsbip with the Ba1}ri Mamlük bureauerats are cvident
in bis appointment as Shafi'i ChiefJudge in Syria and Egypl.
Without a doubt. Ibn Jamii'cl!'s presentation of educational theory is essenlially
religious in orientation. His emphasis on piety is deteetable in his various strategies of

•

teaebing and leaming. However. the salient charaeteristic of Ibn Jamii'ah's approach is his
redefinition of the concept of knowledge. Accumulating knowledge. if done in a propcr.
cohesive manner. is reflective of serving the will of God. Interestingly. his composition
of the curriculum is similar to modem educational approaches. for he postulated his
curriculum should move from the easiest and important subject to the difficult and less
important ones. Funhermore. modem educational emphasis on psychologically
appraising a student's ability is a1so found in Ibn Jamii'ah's Tadhkirat

aJ-Sàmi'.

Consequently. Ibn Jamii'ah's teaehing strategy revolved around ensuring that the teacher
accommodated bis lesson plan to the needs and capacities of bis students. This was due to
bis deep experience in the classroom.

The importance of Tadhldrat

aJ-Sàmi' was a1so founded on the ideas of

motivation. wbich was one of the key concepts of Ibn Jamii'ah's understanding of

•

classroom procedure. This was primarily done by a series of questions between the

•
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student and the teacher. He cautioned that the question must be carefully crafted to
guarantee student comprehension. These questions also allowed the tcacher to gauge his
student's ability::ad progress and to adjust his level of instruction accordingly.
Ibn Jamii'ah advocated the use of incentives and of class competition to bolster
student's motivation. Additionally, a teacher

~ould

facilitate student response by

individually approaching bis students. Personal interview serve two DurpoSCS : fll'Stly, a
tcacher could evaluate a student's progress ; secondly, the student could use such an
interview to have problematic lessons explained to bim. This is generalJy representative of
Ibn Jamii'a's stressing of the value of tcacher counselling.
The practical side of Ibn Jamii'ah's education can a1s0 be approached from bis

•

identification of the teacher and the student attributes. These attributes ensure the success
of the teacbing and leaming process. Ibn Jama'ah's concept of the idea1 teacher is still a
valuable archetype to be implemented by the modem Islamic educational theorists.
However, bis overly strlngent presentation of a student's duties can be construed as too
limiting and with little respect for the creative element This is particularly evident in Ibn
Jamii'ah denying students access to sources wbich might contradict a teacher's position.
One can note the mystica1 influence in Ibn Jarncah's analysis of the teacher-student
relationsbip wbich reflects bis educational practice. The prominent roles ofobedience and
reverence is reflective of Ibn Jamacah's belief that the teacher-student relationship was
analogous to that of the Sufi relationsbip between sbaykb and murid. The function of
this bond, while ostensibly based on education, was aIso founded on spiritua1love and
mutua1 respect. Ibn Jama'ah's model of the teacher-student relationship is critica1 ta bis
ultimate goal ofproducing a pious, well-edueatcd Muslimcommlloity.

•

•
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Ibn Jama'ah's contribution

10

educational reform was undoubledly significanl.

Conlemporaries and laler scholars have ail acknowledged Ibn Jamâ'ah Tadhkirar al·Siimi'

as a major influence in Islamic educational thoughl. l

•

•

1 Sec for example Totah, Contribution of the Arabs. 71. Sec a1so. Trilton.
Materials on Muslim Education; Nakosten. lslamic Origins of Western Education;
Rosentha1. Knowledge Triumpbant ; Berkey. The Transmission of Knowledge ;
Quraishi. Aspects of Muslim Education ; Khan, Education. Religion. and the Modern
Age ; and Khan, "Muslim Theories ofEducation."
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